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NEW UNION OPENS, WELCOMES LAW STUDENTS

Union Director Larry Mosi~r giving a tour of the new union

Sarah Crouch
Managing Editor

A

fter nearly ten years of preparation and seventy-four million
dollars in donations, the Harre
Union will open on January 4, 2009.
The Harre Union, named for former Valparaiso University President,
Alan Harre, measures 202,000 square
feet and according to Union Director,
'"Larry Mosier, is bigger than the White

House. In addition to being bigger, the
Harre Union is as well equipped as the
White House. The building includes
everything but a bowling alley.
The Harre Union includes numerous meeting rooms, a student organization office, and has included "Green
features" such as sensor lighting and
windows. The Harre Union boasts a
game room with billiards and other
gaming tables. There is an equipment
check out in the game room where
students can check out anything from
camping equipment to bicycles. The
billiard tables will be free of charge for
students, however, there will be a fee
for equipment check out.
There is a cafe, separate from the
dining room, and plenty of outdoor dining space. The cafe will be open longer
hours and offet coffee and other a la
carte food. There will be a sundry store
next to the cafe where students can purchase grocery items. The Marion Bean
Founders Table is the main dining room
where students can eat. The dining options have been vastly increased to include full meals, a full salad bar, grill,
and of course the students' beloved
waffles will be offered at the Sizzler
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portion. The dining room will be open
from 7:30-2:30 and 4:30 - 8, whereas
the cafe will be open from 7:30 to 12:30.
All other cafeteria options throughout
campus, save for the Coffee Shop in
the Christopher Center, the Law School
dining services and Anneliesje's, will be
closed once these dining options open.
There are also a number oflounges
scattered throughout the building. Some
are cozy reading rooms with no televisions or other distractions, just scenic
views and comfortable seating. Other
areas have televisions, one lounge even
has a fireplace and a piano with a beautiful view of the chapel.
Mosier beamed with pride as he
toured the building and said the greatest compliment he recieved was from
an alumni visiting the campus during
the inaguration who said, "The building looks like it has always been there."
Mosier beamed as he spoke about what
a great job the architects did and says,
"The building fits, they did a great
job."
Sarah is a JL and can be reached at forum@valpo. edu

CONVERSATIONS PROJECT

Is the Crusader the best
chojce of mascot?
Kathy Bojczuk
Copy Editor

T

he Conversations Project on
Monday, November 17th, was
the second in tne five lecture
series for the 2008-2009 school year.
This program was entitled, "What's in
Name? The VU Crusader Mascot"
and explored the appropriateness of
the mascot given current controversies,
Crusader's legacy, and the importance
of preserving Valparaiso University's
(VU) traditions.
The main . purpose of the Conversations Project is to promote open
dialogue about world issues and forge
connections between VU and the community at large.
Giving some historical background, Professor Tomasik, panelist and
VU professor of foreign languages and
literature, said that the Crusades were a
series of religious wars during the 11th,
12th, and 13th centuries organized by
European powers to recover Christian
holy places from Muslims in the Middle
East. During the attempts to conquer
the land, many Jews and Muslims died
in the bloody massacres and battles.

a

Why would a Lutheran institution
want to associate itself with an image
that carrie~ so much n~gative baggage? Recently, new definitions of the
term have emerged. For some people
at VU, the Crusader does not represent
the original Crusades, but has a more
positive meaning. Professor Tomasik
explains that the word "crusade" means
"one who bears the cross." Tomasik
mentioned that many believe the VU
Crusader relates to a spiritual crusade or
journey for the truth.
At the same time, though, there
is a growing presence of VU students
abroad and an increasing number of
international students at here on campus. Thus, VU has be-come very conscious of the mascot as a depiction of
the university as a whole. "Students
studying abroad often have to take off
VU gear with the Crusader mascot on
it," Johnna Venuto, panelist and VU student, pointed out. Another panelist and
VU student Alan Holdenead explained
that mascots are an essential part of a
university's identity and questioned
whether a university should have a mascot that holds such religious pain.
The discussion not only focused
on the mascot's meaning in past years,
but also how it relates to the current situation on a global scale. "Right now we

See Mascot, page 4

SBA amends constitution amid controversey
Changes promise
gr~ater _efficien~y

Rachel Sharron
Sports Editor

E

arlier this semester, the Student
Bar Association discussed some
proposed changes to its Constitution and fonned a committee to draft
such changes. According to SBA Vice
President Paul Kulwinski, there were
some conflicts amongst existing bylaws in the current document as well
as a lack of clarity within the document
itself, and some other redundancies and
grammatical errors that SBA wanted to
clean up.

Kulwinski said that recogmt10n
of these issues began last year under
then SBA President Sebastian Smelko,
and the project was discussed with the
Valparaiso University School of Law
administration l1:1st spring and earlier
this semester. This fall, the SBA executive board discussed the issues with
the current Constitution and decided to
form a committee to review the document, clarify the existing by-laws, ard
fix redundancies and grammatical errors. Kulwinski headed up the committee to which Rob Woodward, a 2L class
representative, Christina Talamonti and
Peter Kirby, 1L class representatives,
were also appointed. In reviewing the
Constitution, the committee also drafted
four proposed amendments, all of which
were first discussed by SBA.
The four amendments included:

INDEX Alcohol Policy .... ... .............. 5 Opinion .............................. 16
Etcetera ................ ... .......... ..7 Organizations ..................••;l4
Graduation .... ....... ... .... ........ 8 Sports_. .................................20

(1) adding a class representative to each
grade level, (2) adding a Special Activities/Events coordinator position to
the executive board, (3) moving up the
election of the SBA Executive Board to
February, and (4) to add a requirement
that in order to serve as SBA President
one must first have served on SBA for at
least a semester and a day.
Each of the amendments were presented to the SBA administrative board,
which consists of the SBA executive
board and all of the class and faculty
representatives,
further
discussed,
voted on, and because they passed the
preliminary vote, posted on the SBA
bulletin board for two weeks for other
students ~o read and make comments. A
town hall style meeting was also held to
give students a chance to ask questions
and voice their opinions about the pro-
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posed amendments. After the meeting,
the proposed Amendment were voted
on at the next SBA meeting, and all of
them except for the Presidential term of
service requirement were passed and
ratified and are now in effect.
The process of amending the SBA
Constitution begins with proposing an
idea, which must first be approved by
the SBA President, said Laura Wishart,
SBA President. If the President approves it, he or she forms a committee
and solicits feedback from SBA a to
whether or not this idea is something
that SBA wants to pursue. If there is
support for the idea, then the committee writes it up and it is shown to the
student body. All proposed changes

See Amendments, page 2
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The Docket
Up in smoke: more states approve medical marijuana use
government could pro ecute medicinal
caregiver. (Caregi\ ers can have more
marijuana u er , even if the u er live in
than one patient and thu more than one
Christy Commers
card). The proce s bas to be completed a tate which ha decriminalized it. According to the DPAN, ~orne marijuana
Forum Staff Writer
within five days. Regi tered u er will
be able to grow up to 12 marijuana dispensaries were raided a a re ult of
thi decision.
plants and po e no more than 2.5
his month we're focusing on the
Soon after Raiclz, Congre
atounce of the drug.
issue of using marijuana for metempted to protect medicinal drug users
The law was written deliberdicinal purpose . Several state
by inserting a provision in a Justice Deately to prevent the criticism lodged at
have already decriminalized use of the
partment spending bill that would have
California's medicinal marijuana law,
drug for medicinal purposes, and this
prevented the DOJ from using funding
where medicinal users go to shops, buy
past election saw more states, including
to undermine state laws that allowed
the drug and have the ability to smoke it
Michigan, jump on board.
there. The eleven states that approved medicinal use. This amendment did not
According to an Ann Arbor Busipass, but received 161 votes in its third
medicinal use after California did folnes Review article, Michigan became
attempt, the most it had ever received.
low law imilar to the one recently
the 13th state to decriminalize mediciSince the 2005 attempt, Congress has
passed in Michigan. The 11 other states
nal marijuana, with 63% of voters apnot tried to prevent the DOJ from usurpare Alaska, Colorado, Hawaii, Maine,
proving the measure on the ballot last
ing State laws on this issue.
Montana, Nevada, Oregon, Rhode Ismonth. Michigan's law allows a person
Medicinal use does not mean evland, Vermont, and Washington.
to possess and grow marijuana for meeryone who wants to use marijuana will
The Drug Policy Alliance Network
dicinal purposes, but does not elaborate
be free to toke away or that we'll see
(DPAN) also mentioned that ten other
as to where to purchase it. The us~r also
a national wave of government-enabled
states and the District of Columbia have
cannot publicly use the drug.
symbolic medicinal marijuana use laws, junkies. Those who benefit from these
While there are still questions
laws are those suffering from horrible
which support use of the drug, but do
on exactly how the Michigan law will
d1seases and conditions such as AIDS,
not provide legal protections for medicwork, some procedures are already in
cancer, glaucoma, multiple sclerosis,
inal users. The District of Columbia's
place. In order to get a registry identifiepilepsy, and chronic pain. Patients
voters approved a medicinal marijuana
cation card, the patient will have to visit
should be able to get it without worrylaw with 69% vote, but Congress nullihis or her doctor, who will then have to
ing about breaking the law.
fied the decision based on its status as a
recommend marijuana use. From there,
federal district.
the recommendation will be sent to the
Christy is a 2L and can be reached at
States have been approving methe program's coordinator at the state's
dicinal marijuana use in part because jorum@valpo. edu.
Department of Mental Health for accepfederal law still maintains that all mari-:
tance into the program or denial. If the
request is approved, the patient receives juana use is illegal. In the 2005 United
States Supreme Court case, Raich v.
the ID card as do the patient's caregivGonzales, the Court held that the federal
ers, but there is a limit of five cards per

T

Amendments, from page 1
are po ted on the SBA bulletin b ard in
the hallway outside the SBA office for
at lea t 7 day . If the change i major.
which i mea ured by whether it will affect a ub tantial interest of the ·tudent
body, then a tudent forum i also held.
aid Wi hart. After the po ting and forum, if one i held, then SBA vote on
the proposal at the next meeting.
According to Wishart thi i not
the first time the SBA Con titution ha
been amended; several amendments
were passed in the 2006.'07 school
year. An amendment was also pas ed
last year with regards to holding special elections becau e Smelko wa a
December graduate, and once Wishart,
who wa then Vice President, took over
the Presidency, a new vice pre ident
needed to be elected for the remainder
of the school year, said Kulwinski. The
amendment was also neces ary in case,
as happened last year, ·'internal SBA
members ran for that open position."
said Kulwinski, "then how would that
vacancy be filled?"
As for the recently ratified Amendments, Wishart said that one of the reasons for adding additional positions to
SBA was because it had remained the
same size since Dean Cichowski, class
of 1981, was a student at VUSL, and additional representatives would allow for
better student representation. Wishart
also indicated that adding the Special
Activities/Events Coordinator to the executive board would be helpful because
it would provide more manpower for
the executive board in planning and carrying out SBA events.

. n of
A for moving up the elect1°
-d
h
rt
sa."l
.
the SBA executtve board, W IS a
ld
that allowing SBA elections to be 11 ~de
earlier in the chool year will pr~'n t;C
the officer elect with the opportUnttY ~s
shadO\\ the old guard for a few wee 01
before taking office in the next scbOd _
year. Wi 'hart al o said that the Arlleo01
ment did not pecify an exact date
week in which e.xecuti e board ele;~
tions will alway be held because t
r t;c
chool calendar changes from yea
.
. .
of ta"VIw'
year, whtch affect the ttmmg
d
week and of pring break, but to instea.
et out a guideline time frame.
dE en though the ratified Arlie~
ment are in effect, the will not be 1 ~ ~
Plemented until next semester or ne~
'fiCS
chool year depending on the spect
of each one, said Wishart. Neither ~~
new class representatives nor a Specta.
Activitics·Ever\ts coordinator will be
appointed thi year, but · they will "t:~
elected in February for next year, sa1
Wi hart.
The Presidentral Term of Service Requirement Amendment. which
pro\'ed controversial and did not pass,.
may be looked at again next semester
with orne of the suggested changes to
it that were discussed, but Wishart said
that it's too early at this point to say what
will happen. The first step, according to
Wishart, would be to discuss the issue
with the SBA Administrative Board to
see if they want to continue with it, and
if so, to then form a committee. Thus
starting the whole process over.

**Disclaimer: Rachel is on SBA
as a 3L class representative.**

Rachel is a 3L and can be reached at"
Forum@ Valpo.edu

Luther M. Swygert Memorial
Moot Court Competition
The case ofPublic
State University v.
Enrico Drew
Alecia Pehr
Editor in Chief

E

ach year after weeks of grueling competition and countless
hours of preparation, four lucky
students make it to the final round of
the Luther M. Swygert Memorial Moot
Court Competition.
Traditionally, the competition is
judged by at least one judge from the
Seventh Circuit. This year the panel of
judges consisted of the Honorable John
Tinder, the Honorable Elizabeth Lacy,
and the Honorable Debra Todd.
Judge Tinder serves on the United
States Court of Appeals for the Seventh
Circuit and served as the competition's
chief justice. Justice Lacy serves on the
Supreme Court of Virginia. Appointed in 1988, she was the first woman
to be named to the Virgina Supreme
Court. Justice Todd serves on the Supreme Court of Pennsylvania. Elected
in 2007, she was the second woman to
ever be elected to the Supreme Court of
Pennsylvania.
The four finalists this year consisted of Ilish Dowell (2L) and Sasha
Madlem (2L) for the Petitioners and
Jeffrey Speights (3L) and Abigail Rom
(2L) for the Respondents.
The annual intraschool competition always centers around First

Amendment issues. This year the case
involved the free speech clause. Participants were presented with two separate
issues:
(l) Does the First Amendment
protection of academic freedom
encompass the ability of a nontenure professor to assign grades?
and
(2) Is a professor's blog entry
a matter of public concern and
therefore constitutionally protected employee speech?
As participants began to make
their arguments to the panel, they were
immediately met with an slew of questions from a very hot bench. Each participant was allowed to get no more than.
a sentence or two out before a question
came flying from the panel of judges.
Though the bench sent out a barrage of
questions to each participant, each was
able to skillfully answer the questions
posed to him/her.
At the conclusion of the competition, the panel awarded a decision
for Respondents Speights and Rom.
Madlem was given the award for Best
Brief. Rom was given the award for
Best Oralist.

G

°

1. Winning Team Jeffrey Speights
and Abigail Rom
2. 2008 Winner of the Best Oral
ist award, Abigail Rom and 2007
Winner of the Best Oralist award.
Moot Court Chief Justice Tamara
Carnahan

Alecia is a 3L and can be reached at.forum@valpo.edu,

3. 2008 Participants and the Panel
of Judges
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The Dea.n 's CorDer
The future is
closer than we
first thought
Curt Cichowski
Assoc. Dean for Administration
n November, President Heckler enlisted the help of faculty, staff, and
students to launch a campus-wide,
participatory planning process, "Future
Search." Future Search is designed
to identify the most desired future for
Valparaiso University, and members of
the law school community played a vital role in the initial future search conversations.
While President Heckler and advisors intended to implement the results
of Future Search gradually, between
now and 2030, the sudden and unanticipated economic upheaval prompted him
to accelerate the process and strive for
implementation in the next few years.
Why? Because the non-profit sector
(read, colleges and universities) are experiencing a financial ripple effect, and
Valpariso Unviersity is not exempt.
As you have watched the international news unfold on this crisis, I am
sure you pondered what the impact of
all of this might be on Valparaiso University School of Law - an institution
that is a very large part of your personal
future search. There are two answers.
First of all, the School of Law is
in a good financial position to weather

I

this economic episode. Secondly, this
situation is a catalyst for improvement;
merely surviving is not a high enough
goal. That means that you will witness
no diminution in the quality of your legal education or the manner in which it
is being delivered. At. the same time,
you will witness some changes- changes that will increase efficiencies, preserve for our students the best education
for the best price, improve overall quality, and strengthen our reputation.
We do not yet know exactly what
the changes will be. We are in the midst
of identifying all the possible opportunities for improvement. This is where
you come in.
I opened by mentioning that the
Future Search process is highly participatory. Even though you are deep
in final exams right now, I invite you
to participate, too. If you have ideas
regarding what will make us a better
institution, how we can be more efficient, and how we can capitalize on our
strengths, please let us know. No idea
is too big or too small. It's time to think
creatively about how to realize our best
possible future.
Our time frame for submitting
recommendations to President Heckler
is rather short, so we need to hear from
you by the close of business on December 12.
~
Feel free to e-mail me at curt.
cichowski@valpo.edu, or Dean ConiWe
son at jay.conison@valpo.edu.
look forward to your suggestions and to
'moving forward together.

FROM THE

LAW LIBRARY
Educational Services Librarian

M

ost peo.ple reading this are.
probablyawarethatlweartwo
hats around the law school;
that of Educational Services Librarian
- where I am partially responsible for
teaching all students a little something
about legal research while they are
here; and secondly, that of the Director
of the Academic Success Program - in
which capacity I hope to better prepare
students for the academic challenges of
the law school experience. Sometimes
these divided duties cause me to experience professional schizophrenia since
the responsibilities between my two positions are so different.
Occasionally however, these two
halves of my career do overlap. This
usually occurs when a student, either realizing they aren't "getting" law school
or disappointed in a previous semester's

grades, asks me to recommend a book
within the iibrary's collection that can
help them improve their performance
in law school. On the off chance that
there may be a few students reading this
who could benefit from such advice but
are too shy to ask, I decided to use this
column to list the books I usually recommend:
Expert Learning for Law Students by Michael Hunter Schwartz
- Carolina Academic Press 2nd Edition
2008- KF283.S354 2008. This book
is designed to help students learn how
to learn in law school. The author's
starting point is that all students have
the ability to do well in law school, but
that successful students typically study
differently from those who are less successful. The book provides a brilliant
roadmap for law school success, including tips for reading and briefing cases,
learning strategies in the classroom,
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The holiday job search
Positioning yourself for success
Christine Corral
Executive

Directo~

CPC

W

hat is being said about the
current state of the economy
and the employment prospects for law students? Sources like the
Institute of Management and Administration (November 2008), Hildebrandt
(October 2008) and Robert Denney
Associates, Inc. (July 2008) have reported the following with regards to
recruitment given the present economic
climate.

across the legal industry to include layoffs of legal and non-legal staff, slowed
hiring of new attorneys, restructuring "o f
operations, elimination of unprofitable
practices, additional merger activity as
firms struggle to maintain their strategic
focus, and law firm dissolutions.
Armed with this information, you
can develop a plan to position yourself
for the marketplace and remain competitive. Make the best use of extra time
over the holiday break by considering
the following:

Position yourself:
, Over-deliver (when appropriate), that
What exactly are they saying?
· is, give your employer what they are
1. Practice areas ("hot or getting hot") asking for and more. Go the extra mile.
include: Sub-pnme Litigation, Immi- Be conscientious about your performance on the job (What are you doing
gration Law, Foreclosures, Intellectual
Property, Environmental, Bankruptcy, to make your mark in current positions?
Emp1oyme n t Law, an d Industn·es such
or what can you do in your upcoming
as Energy, Healthcare and Telecommusummer position to make your mark?);
• Create customized and personalized
nications;
2 _ Opportunities for contract lawyers job search documents (cover letters, rewill increase as a result of associate lay- sumes, and other job search letters) in
offs (something to consider);
standard business format for each em3.
· Summer associate programs are ployer to which you apply;
being reduced by larger firms. Small
• Remain in touch (network) with your
and mid-sized firms are discontinuing fellow law clerks, interns, externs, astheir programs due to cost and attrition;
sociates, partners, family members,
4.
New administration taking office and more (upon fulfilling an employin January 2009 will reshape financial
ment obligation, continue to remain in
institutions and the capital markets and
contact with the employer on a regular
create new legal work _ particularly basis);
for firms in New York and Washington
• Remain in touch (when possible) with
(first half of 2009 will still be out ofbalyour clients; and
• Investigate membership in profesance); and
5. The market wi_Il continue to contract sional associations including bar asso-

outlining, and preparing for and taking
exams, among other important topics.
If I had to recommend only one book,
this may be it.
'
1000 Days to the Bar by Dennis J.
Tonsing - William S. Rein & Co. 2003
- KF272.T66 2003. This book contains
a good deal of the information found in
Expert Learning for Law Students, but
is written from an entirely different perspective. Instead of focusing on learning theory as does Schwartz, Tonsing
focuses on the relationship between the
practice of law and the everyday tasks
that law students must perform and
learn to master. The author recognizes
that first semester law students are often
overwhelmed by the law school experience and suggests ·that this is because
they don't understand that ·law school
is not just another program of study,
but the beginning of one's legal career.
Tonsing provides a step-by-step plan for
students that relates skills necessary for
success in law school to those required
in practice.
Succeeding in Law School by
Herbert N. Ramy - Carolina Academic
Press 2006- KF283.R36 2006. As opposed to my first two recommendations,

ciations and professional organizations
related to specific industries (finance,
healthcare, environment, marketing,
and more).
In the long-term, it is important to
remember that the present downturn in
the legal market is caused primarily by
reduced demand and that demand will
return in time. There may be some restructuring in the way legal services are
delivered but the long-term prospects
for the legal industry remain very good.
To further assist you with your employment search, the Career Planning
Center and Law Library have partnered
to introduce a new electronic research
resource, Leadership Library. Leadership Library is a personnel contact database of the institutional leadership of the
United States. The Leadership Library
enables subscribers to reach 400,000
individuals at 40,000 leading U.S. government, business, professional, and
nonprofit organizations. Subscribers
can browse and search through a userfriendly interface. This new resource
has been built directly into Symplicity.
When you login to your Symplicity account, select "Leadership Library" fro.m
the Quick Links section on the right
side of the screen.
As always, if you have questions
about your job search strategy, job
search documents, or other job search
resources, contact the Career Planning
Center to schedule an advising appointment at: 219-465-7814 or visit Weseman Hall room 125.

Law School Exams: Preparing
which focus on a ground-up approach
that waul~ best be started before enter- and Writing to Win by Charles R. Caling law school, Ramy's book is one that leros - Walters Kluwer 2007 - KF283.
could be used to learn much-needed C35 2007. This book, while also focusskills fairly quickly. Chapters in this ing on exam performance, does so in a
book focus on skills such as effective more holistic and less theory-oriented
approach. Calleros begins his book
reading, note-taking, outlining, and legal analysis, and contain exercises that with a review of the basic study skills
can be completed in a modest amount of necessary for success in law school
time. This would be a good choice for generally before specifically focusing
a second semester 1L looking for a way on exam preparation and performance.
This. book perhaps best blends basic
to improve his or her grades.
Getting to Maybe by Richard Mi- classroom preparation skills with exam
chael Fischl & Jeremy Paul - Carolina performance techniques in a brief and
Academic Press i999 - KF 283.F47 easily-readable format of all the books
1999. If you are relatively confident in I have recommended.
Hopefully you are comfortable
your classroom preparation skills and
with
your study methods and level of
primarily want to focus on better exam
performance, this may be the book for preparation for exams this semester and
you. The authors help students under- January will find you pleased with your
stand that law schoo~ exams are not grades. However, if you feel you are in
about getting "the right answer" but need of sotne suggestions to improve
about exploring all plausible answers your performance during the spring seand argmnents. Students who spend mester, I hope you will find and consult
sufficient time with this book will come one of the above-recommended books
away understanding why exam ques- in the library.
tions may generate confusion or uncertainty and how to translate that uncertainty into better exam performance.

.,
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Preregister for
the bar exam! ·
Some states will allow (or rather
require) you to preregister for its bar
exam. Why should you preregister for
your state's bar exam? Typically if
you preregister the fee is significantly
lower (IL for example is only $100 as
aIL, but if you wait until you are a 3L
the cost goes up to an alarming $700+).

Additionally, you can save time on
your Character and Fitness portion of
the application when you reach your
3L year, as it will only be an update to
your information on file.
For more information about the
bar exam and registration please see
Lisa Cannon.

FROM ACROSS THE YARD:
THE (LI.NIC BEAT
Sports Clinic represents athletes in
anti-doping cases
Maru DeMartini
Forum Staff Writer
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he Sports Clinic at Valparaiso
University School of Law started operating in 2005 and is the
newest addition to the clinical options
provided by the law school. The clinic
works pro-bono, providing legal assistance to individuals involved with amateur sports, such as athletes, trainers,
and coaches who lack sufficient funds
to afford legal representation.
Professor Michael Straube!, whose
expertise is sports law, is the supervising faculty attorney for the clinic. Third
year law students work under his supervision and are certified by the Indiana
Supreme Court to represent clients.
The clinic handles different kinds
of cases, such as doping and drug testing, discipline, team eligibility, gender
equity, visas to compete, and loss of
scholarship, amongst others. Numerous national, state and local cases have
been represented by the students during
the last three years. In 2006, professor
Straube! and three law students operated on site at the 2006 Winter Olympic
Games in Turin, Italy, providing free
legal assistance to any English speaking
athlete in need. This was a great effort
by Valpo Law and brought recognition

mistake and served her penalty for !t~
She voluntarily came forward to asstS_
in these investigations without any e~
pectation of a reward. She wante~ ;~
make amends. The IAAF recogtUZ
.
the value of that help and reinstated ~er.
She continues to support efforts to el~
inate the use of performance enhancing;
drugs," said Straube!.
The Clinic's work has been reported in the news on several occasions,
with articles published by the lnternational Herald Tribune, Sports Illustrated, CNN, the Chicago Tribune, and the
Boston Globe amongst others.
.
The clinic also has its own webstte
where it provides, amongst other information, a free sports case law database
containing searchable versions of rules,
arbitration decisions and cases conceming a wide range of sports from all over
the world. The website is accessible
through the VUSL Clinics' webpage at:
http://www. valpo.edullaw/sportsclinic/If you enjoy sports, have experience as an amateur athlete, or just
would like to explore a different field
of the law, this is your chance. Take
advantage of this new and prestigious
enterprise that VUSL is offering its students .
*The information provided in this
article was obtained through the Valpo
Law Sports Clinic's website.*

to the clinic as one of the most unique
programs in the nation.
In 2007 the clinic represented
Latasba Jenkins, a medalist at two track
and field world championships, who
faced allegations of using performance
enhancing drugs. The arbitration panel
set aside her test results, ruling that the
routine drug test, which Ms. Jenkins
agreed to, was not conducted in accordance with the World Anti-Doping
Agency (WADA) rules. Ms. Jenkins
has become the first U.S. athlete to win
an arbitration appeal of a doping charge
brought by the U.S. Anti-Doping Agency (USADA).
More recently, the clinic represented athlete Michelle Collins, who
admitted to having used performance
enhancing drugs.
Ms. Collins accepted a four year suspension by the
International Association of Athletic
Federations (IAAF) with no guarantee
of reinstatement upon conclusion. She
had served three months of that penalty
-when she was represented by the Sports
Law Clinic in her petition for reinstatement Ms. Collins cooperated with
IAAF in the investigation and efforts
to eliminate the use of performance enhancing drugs and has been reinstated
to compete in sanctioned competition.
Ms. Collins has said "I look forward to
competing again. This was a very long
process and I am anxious to get back
out and showcase whatever talent God
bas given me. I thank the Sports Law
Clinic for all the fine work it did on my
behalf."
"Michell~ admitted she made a

Maru is a JL and can be reached atforum@valpo.edu
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Mascot, from page 1
are in a sensitive time," Venuto, said,
"We are at war. The question is, are we
at wat'with the Muslims who were attacked by the Crusades? No. We are in
combat with terrorism."
Though the word "Crusader" is
placed into a different context, the image is harder Jo change. Professor Tomasik indicates, "Once that image is put
out there, it is too hard to go and connect that with reconciliation."
The panel included Alan Holderread, a VU senior majoring in Civil
Engjneering; Professor Tim Tomasik,
Assistant Professor of French in VU's
Department of Foreign Languages and
Literatures; Johnna Venuto, a VU sophomore majoring in International Business; Mark LaBarbera, VU's Director

of Athletics who served as moderator;
and Courtney Gwinn, a VU junior.
All Conversations Project Events
are held in the Christopher Center Community Room at 7pm. The event is free
and open to the public. Following the
conversation, a reception is provided.
Upcoming events include a February
2009 event on the $700 billion federal
bail-out and an April 2009 event on energy policy and environmental justice.
For further information, please
contact Professor Jeremy Telman, VU
Law School, 465-7811 or Jeremy.Telman@valpo.edu.

Kathy is a 2L and can be reached at forum@valpo.edu.

1) What has been your favorite class
to teach in law school?
I particularly enjoy teaching Individual
Income Taxation because so many students come to it with fear and trepidation and some leave saying: "that wasn't
so bad and I think I really learned something." That is what makes teaching
fun.

2) Where is the best place to eat in
Valpo?
I think the best food is at Bistro 157, but
my favorite for old times sake is the Old
Style Inn.

3) Should the gQvernment bail out the
auto industry?
That is a complex question. If the funds
are used to change the way they do business it would be money well spent. If
it is simply used to put off for a few
months the collapse of the company we
might as well spend it for the retraining
of the workers who will be laid off. I
am in favor of government intervention
so long as it is monitored and there is a
possibility of repayment to the treasury
if it works out well in the future.
4) If you could spend one day as
someone else in history, whom would
it be?

were probably right

Winston Churchill

10) Any advice to the December graduates?
Enjoy yourself, read some books that
do not have anything to do with the
law, get reacquainted with family and
friends, remember the friends you made
at Valpo Law, and be the person that
your dog thinks you are .

S) Merlot, Cabernet or Pinot Noir?

Cabemet
6) Best "law" movie you've seen?
A three-way tie between, To Kill a

mockingbird, Inherit the Wind, and
Judgment at Nuremberg.
7) What should Sarah Palin's cam-

paign slogan be in 2012?
To quote the late, great Judy Garland,
"I'm Always Chasing Rainbows."
8) What would be your
ideal vacation destination to
avoid the winters bere in tbe
Region?
Sarasota, Florida, and that is
where I'm headed as soon as
I give my final exam.

November .Sodoku
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9) What is tbe best Christ-

mas gift you've ever received?
A Schwinn bike when I was
about 12 years old. I wanted
a Red Ryder BB gun but just
like the kid in Jean Shepard"s
A Christmas Story" my mom
and dad thought I would put
out someone 's eye, and they
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FROM THE FORUM -EDITORIAL BOARD

W

e at the Forum feel that it is our duty to come out
in support of the latest revision of the Valparaiso
University School of Law Alcohol Policy.

Now, we know what you are all thinking. No, seriously, we do. You're probably thinking any combination of
the following ...
1. We are adults, we should be able to drink our.selves silly whenever we dam well please.
.2. It is our money, I want booze, why can't I use said
money to buy booze?
3. Why am I, the only person at the Halloween Party
that had one drink instead of ten, being punished for
the rest of the people having ten?
4. I am a good drunk driver, why should I have to
pay for sober rides? I haven't been busted yet!
While, these may seem like legitimate gripes to you,
the administration has legitimate reasons for the new alcohol policy being put into effect.
Firstly, the simple fact of the matter is that the student
activities money is not just "your money," it is the collective of all student activity fees thrown into a pot and used
to provide the law school with student organization funds
and activities. Now, while you may be happy with a rather
large portion of the budget going towards the destruction of
a few livers, there are plenty of people out there who would
much rather see organizations spending money on sending
students to networking conferences, charitable work, speakers with expertise in a particular field, and a picnic or two

where the cops don't stand around waiting for us to do something stupid .. .like drive drunk and take out a 'lawn gnome
that could have been a four year old child.
Secondly, this is not a ban on alcohol. This is a ban on
the use of student funds on alcohol. That being said, student
organization may still have alcohol at student events. In order to have alcohol, the organization must simply offer drink
tickets as part of the purchase price and/or a cash bar. Bottom line: You are an adult, you can still drink yourself silly if
you feel the need to do so, you just don't get to do it on the
student fund's dime anymore. In addition, the student organizations serving alcohol must still have sober rides present.
(ALERT: Your group can get certified and offer sober rides
for a price. Now you have money for your group and you
can buy that Sprite for Berbari that he wants so badly.)
Finally, this policy is not a punishment. This po,J.icy
is meant to protect the health, welfare, and odds of getting through character and fitness of the students. at this
law school. The new policy is consistent with every law
school in the country. You are not being singled out for being naughty, we are actually the last ones to have this kind of
student funds based debauchery taken away.
While this polioy may seem draconian on its face, once
you get into the details it has the right idea. Why in the
world would anybody here want their contribution to the
student activities pool to go towards your DUl, pay for your
own DUI getting booze!
Think about all of the above for a minute and we feel
that you, the student body will see that this policy isn't so
bad after all. It could even, novel idea, be a step towards student organizations focused on advancing students interests
rather than buying the school yet another drink.

The Forum Editorial Board
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VALPARAISO UNIVERSITY SCHOOL OF
LAW ALCOHOL POLICY FOR STUDENT
ORGANIZATIONS

T

he purpose and goal of the alcohol policy is to foster alcohol awareness and responsible
drinking practices and promote the
health and safety of the members of the
law school community. The Student Bar
Association seeks to encourage a professional social life that does not emphasize the role of alcoholic beverages
in either private or group activities. We
are committed to the ongoing development of a community based on respect
for the individual and compliance with
the policies of the college and the laws
of the city, state and nation. Within
this community, tbe Student Bar Association will attempt to take reasonable
steps to insure that no illegal or excessive consumption of alcohol occurs on
Valparaiso University property or at
its institutionally sponsored activities.
One's presence at the law school, or any
function associated therewith, requires
compliance with the laws and standards
of behavior of the community. Only
the Student Bar Association Executive
Board, in consultation with Dean of the
law school, may grant exceptions to this
policy for special occasions.
I. APPLICATION - COVERAGE
OF POLICY
A. The regulations contained in this policy apply to ALL student organizations.
i. The law school's alcohol policy
is in effect throughout the calendar
year.
ii. The policy applies to all student
organization events where alcohol is
available.
iii. This policy applies at all student
organization events where.- Student
Bar Association funds or other university monies will be used, even
though no money is subsidizing the
purchase of alcohol.
iv. This policy is subject to change
with proper notice given to the student organization leaders at the sole
discretion of the Dean of the Law
School.
II. REGULATIONS REGARDING
ALCOHOL USE AND
PROMOTION
A. NO student activity fees or university monies shall be used for the purchase
of alcohol (beer, wine, or otherwise) at
ANY event unless the specific approval
of the Dean has been granted prior to
the event.
B. Student Organizations are NOT permitted to use any organizational funds
- even if privately raised- to purchase
alcoholic beverages. All alcoholic
beverages must be purchased by the
individual student or guest unless the
specific approval of the Dean has been
granted prior to the event.
C. At any student organization event
where SBA or university funds are
used to pay for room rental, food, etc.
and at which alcohol will be available
for personal purchase, the following is
required.

·

tion to be implemented against the
F. Becau e the actions of students ati. NO HARD LIQUOR shall be
transportation methods from
student organization(s). Penalties
tending uch events reflect on the inthe event.
served at ANY student organization
may include: demotion to probategrity and reputation of the law school,
event. Alcohol is limited to beer and
b. Sober drivers must complete
tionary status, failure to reimburse
the Dean may place restrictions on the
wine only unless the Dean ha grantdriver certification with the
the unapproved expenditures for
location and time of any event at which
ed specific permission to serve other
VUPD prior to driving for their
the specific event, or cancellation
alcohol is served, if. it is believed that
specifically identified beverages.
event. More information on this
of funding for the remainder of the
hosting such an event at a particular loii. Non-alcoholic beverages as well
process can be found from the
cation or time could be detrimental to
calendar year.
as food must be made available to
Director of Student Relations.
the reputation of the law school or to
3. If the student organization
students.
c. A sober driver must not drink
the health and safety of its students.
leader(s) does not agree with the
iii. When requesting funding for the
any alcoholic beverages during
decision by the SBA P~sident, he/
event to be held, the organization
the scheduled times of the event
III. ENFORCEMENT OF
she may appeal to the Associate
must explicitly detail its estimated
and within a' reasonable time
ALCOHOL POLICY AT STUDENT
Dean for Academic Affairs.[4]
prior to the evept.
breakdown on what the funds will be
ORGANIZATION EVENTS
4. Serious violations, as determined
spent on (i.e., room rental costs, food
B. If a member of the organization(s)
A. Before the approval of any event who is present at the event witnesses,
by the SBA Executive Board, may
costs, etc.). If any alcoholic beverwhere any alcohol is to be served, the
ages appear on the reimbursement
be automatically directed to the
is notified of, or should have known
following procedures shall be followed
Honor Council. Student organirequest or it appears to the SBA Treathat such prohibited activities as stated
as set forth below.
surer that SBA or university funds
zations or other individuals presabove in Section II were or are taking
i. The student organization(s) sponwere used to purchase alcoholic bevplace, that organization(s) is deemed in
ent at the event may be subject
soring the event shall submit (in w;iterages, denial of reimbursement for
to sanctions under the University
violation of this policy and subject to
itig- email will suffice) the following
the alcoholic purchases shall result
discipline as set for in Section IV The
Code of Student Conduct.
to the Vice-President of the SBA and president of each organization, as well
and further penalties may be imposed
iii. Individual students may still be
Director of Student Relations seven
at the discretion of the SBA President
sanctioned outside of this policy unas its entire executive board, is respon(7) calendar days prior to. the schedor Treasurer, pursuant to the sancder other governing university codes
sible to the best of their abilities for the
uled event.[2}
tions described
prevention of such activities.
of conduct.
1. The name of at least one (1)
in Section IV.[J]
C. Sponsors of events must encourage
member of the hosting organizaiv. The prices charged attendees for
responsible anll mature behavior with V. ALCOHOL AWARENESS
tion who
beer and/or wine must be reasonA. The Valparaiso University School
respect to the consumption of alcohol.
will act as student sponsor. This
able-at or near the normal purchase
D. No policy can cover all possible
of Law is committed to providing stuindividual will attend the event as
situations that may arise. When this
dents, faculty, and staff with factual
price for other paying customers of
organization representative.
information about alcohol as well as
the respective establishment.
policy is not specific in a certain point,
a. The student sponsor(s) will
D. Other Requirements
sponsoring groups are to conduct their confidential referrals for professional
ensure that the event and its
i. The event must have a primary puractivities in good faith and consistent assistance in the event that they are
participants are in compliance
pose not directly related to the conwith the spirit of social responsibility needed. An awareness of the negative
with all law school policies.
effects of alcohol consumption may asembodied in this policy.
sumption of alcohol. Such purposes
b. The student sponsor(s) shall
sist you in your efforts to make safe and
might include, but are not limited to
remain in attendance for the
IV. SANCTIONS FOR
responsible choices about alcohol.
furtherance of the organization's misentire scheduled time of the
VIOLATIONS
BY
STUDENT
We encourage a lifestyle that does
sion and/or providing legal networkevent.
ORGANIZATION(S)[3]
not include alcohol abuse by providing
ing opportunities to students.
c. The student sponsor(s) shall
A. All violations of law school policies
and encouraging alcohol-free organizaii. No drinking-related games are
refrain from cotll>uming any
h,e
tions and social activities.
must be report<; immediately to·~-c~~
permitted at the sponsored event.
w~~~~-·~~~4
alcoholic beverage during the
SBA President. Failure to do so may
iii. No alcohol can be brought into
lead to additionat penalties as deemed
scheduled time of the event and
the sponsored event from outside
[I] Spending outside the allotted limit
within a reasonable time prior appropriate.
sources.
B. Student organizations found in viola- for other items by SBAfunded organizato the event.
iv. No personal drinking containtion of the alcohol policy will be subject tions may result in other sanctions not
2. The hosting organization(s)
ers are permitted at the sponsored
to disciplinary action at the discretion of contained within this document as pershall appoint one (I) sober monievent. This includes bottles, mugs, or
mitted by the violations of other polithe SBA Executive Board.
tor for every fifty (50) people presutensils that could contain beverages
cies, by-laws, or the SBA Constitution.
i. Prior to an investigation being conent at any event where any alcohol
other than those offered by the sponducted, the SBA President will notify [2] If the event is hosted by a non-SBA
will be available.
sor organization.
the President of the student organiza- funded organization, then the following
a. If the event has less than fifty
v. Advertisement of alcoholic beverinformation should be submitted
tion that is alleged to have breached
(50) people, including members
ages for student organization events
directly to the Director ofSt~tdent Relathis policy.
of the organization(s), at least
is not permitted. This includes the
tions.
ii. The SBA Executive Board takes all
one (I) sober monitor must be
use of the school's email list serve
[3] Any violations by non-SBA funded
reported violations seriously and will
present during the event.
and other signage posted in the law
organizations are subject to the same
vigorously investigate any concerns
b. A sober monitor must not
building.
.
sanctions process, but will report to the
to seek the truth of the allegations.
drink any alcoholic beverages
l. Language such as "free beer" or
Associate Dean for Academic Affairs
during the scheduled times of C. Sanctions
"open bar" is not permitted.
and Director of Student Relations, not
i. Each case will be handled individuthe event and within a reason2. Promotion or advertisement
the SBA.
ally and considered on i.ts own tenns,
able time prior to the event.
of incentive drinking ("happy
with consideration given to the se-. [4] The Associate Dean for Academic
3. Times that the event will begin
hours," "2 for 1 specials," "unverity of misconduct, as well as any Affairs may delegate his/her decisionand end.
limited quantities of alcohol at a
record of prior violations. The SBA making authority to any other qualified
4. Approximate number of people
reduced price," etc.) or events folaw school faculty or staffmember that
will work to diligently resolve any
expected at the event.
cused solely on the consumption
he/she deems appropriate. His/her de· matters as effici~ntly as possible.
5. Non-alcoholic alternatives
of alcohol, etc. is not permitted.
cision and recommended sanction shall
ii. Procedure
(drinks and food) available at the
3. Language such as "Reception
be deemed final.
event.
l. The funds of the student
following or beverages to be proorganization(s) that is alleged to
6. Name of sober driver(s) for the
vided" is permitted.
event.
have breached this policy will be This policy went into effect 13 Novem4. If the organization has any quesber 2008.
a. The host organization must
immediately suspended until the
tions, ask first before posting.
situation is resolved.
provide event participants with
E. Failure to comply with the above
2. After consultation with the SBA
sober rides from the event, as
stated terms shall subject the student
Executive Board, the President will
well as provide people with
organization to the sanctions set forth in
issue his/her decision for th~ saneinformation regarding alternate
Section IV.

F

or those of you who want the
"for dummies" version of the
new alcohol policy here are the
basics of what you MUST know as a
student organization about the new
policy.

1. You may not use student funds to
buy alcohol.
2. You may not use money from fundraising to buy alcohol.
·
3. If you are serving alcohol at an
event it must be on a ticketed basis,
with the cost of the drinks being part
of the ticket price.

4. If you are serving alcohol at a student event you must have I member
of your organization be a sober monitor for.every 50 people at the event.
For example: if you have 50 people at
the event, you must have 1 monitor, if
you have 100 people, you must have
2 sober monitors. Hypothetically, If
you anticipate 45 people, you still
need 1 monitor. If you anticipate 75
people, you need only have 1 monitor, however it is always in your best
interests to have more than the requirement.
5. If you are serving alcohol at a student event you must have a sober ride

available, be it from within your organization, hiring out to another organization, or having a cab service readily
available to the event.
6. If you have a bar at your event,
people may choose to buy their own
drinks once their tickets are used up.
This policy does not stop you from
drinking, it just stops you" from drinking on the student funds dime.
7. If you try to game the system, you
will be caught, and you will be in a
great deal of trouble, so please don't
attempt this. Dean Conison is the ultimate authority on the how the policy

is interpreted so if you think you have
found a loophole beware that you may
not have because he decides if there is
in fact a loophole, not you. If you are
found using a bad-faith loophole, the
money you spent on alcohol will not
be reimbursed to your organization.
If you have any more questions
about this policy the Administration
is happy to address any questions or
further explanation that you may re_quire. If you are not sure if your organization is complying with the policy,
it is in your organization's intersts to

JUST ASK.
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Beconting
''Sober Certified''
How To:

Organizations providing
sober rides & van rentals

n order to offer sober rides as a
student organization, whether as a
fundraiser or not, the students doing
the driving MUST be sober certified.
This process is easy enough but
does require planning.
First the student should go to
Valparaiso University . Police Department. There the Police Department will
ask the student to fill out a consent form
and take a copy of their driver license.
The forms are picked up from VUPD
and a background check of the driver is
performed.
The student must also take the online defensive driving course. They are
notified of their password and login via
e-mail with a site link. As the students
finish the online course and the driver
license check ·comes back clear, then I
list them on an approved drivers list.
This list is on a shared G-drive.
The officer conducting the background checks has no control over how
long the background check can take, and
recommends that student organizations
which would like to have sober certified
drivers prior to a specific event, start the
process at least three weeks in advance.

ober rides are not only safe, but
can also be a way for a student
<>rganization to make some extra
money. SBA President Laura Wishart
tells The Forum that for SBA sponsored
events a student organization that provides sober rides can ID<\ke $200 for a
two hour shift. In addition, the SBA
will cover the cost of the vans* so long
as the organization picks the vans up
and drops the them off. This fundraiser
is conditional upon there being sober
certified drivers in your organization.
Whenever you are having a student
event that has alcohol and therefore. requires a sober ride, see the list on this
page as you have some options. You
can have a student in your organization
drive people home, but this seems ill
advised, or you can hire it out to a student organization. J. Reuban Clark and
Equal Justice Alliance boast the most
sober certified drivers, however, other
student organizations also have sober
certified drivers and every student organization on this campus is likely looking for a fundraiser.
When requesting a sober certified driver please send out the notice
that you are seeking this service a few
weeks in advance so that the student organization can make the arrangements
for your event.

I
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VITA Volunteers

Needed

S

RECEIVE

PRo BoNo HouRs!

The Valparaiso University Volunteer Income Tax Assistance (VITA) Program offers free tax
help to low-to moderate-income people who cannot prepare their own tax returns.
Not only is it a great way to give back to your community and learn a little bit about tax
law, but you will also receive pro-bono hours for volunteering. For those of you that don't
already know, you need 20 pro-bono hours to meet your graduation requirement.
To volunteer please fill out our on,line form at http://www.valpo.edu/law/vitalvolunteer.php.
To have your taxes prepared please visit the Valparaiso VITA homepage at
http://www. valpo.edullaw/vita
Please direct aU questions to Valpo.vita@gmail.com.

* Van Rentals for Law School
Events are traditionally done through
Enterprise.
The cost of renting a van is $52.11
and the driver must be 25.
The contact information for Enterprise can be found in the SBA Office.
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DUSTIN ALLEN

DOMINIC. J. BUTTITTA JR

JENNIFER MUNRO

MEGHAN PRIDEMORE

Undergraduate School:
Purdue Univer ity for undergrad and M.B.A.
Hometown:
Lafayette Indiana
State Bar You are Taking:
Indiana
If you could do this all over again, would
you?
Yes, but I don't know why.
Favorite Memory ofValpo?
Professor Lind politely explaining the importance of arriving to class on time to an unsuspecting student who was tardy.
What class do you think has been the most
valuable?
Legal Writing
What do you see yourself doing in five
years?
Working at a small firm to pay back student
loans.
What one thing do your classmates not know
about you?
I've managed to keep the secrets this long, so
why blow it on the last day?

Undergraduate School:
Miami Univer ity (Ohio)
Hometown:
Barrington Hills, Illinoi
tate Bar You are Taking:
Illinois
If you could do this all over again, would
you?
Absolutely! ot only did I realize my dream of
obtaining my law degree, but I made some great
friends and met my soul mate Katy Rehan!
Favorite Memory ofValpo:
Tuesday night study sessions with Will, Joe, and

Undergraduate School
Purdue University-Boiler Up!
Hometown
Goshen Indiana
State Bar You are Taking
Indiana
If you could do this all over again, would
you?
Ask me after I take the Bar.
Favorite Memory of Valpo
I'm guessing it will be the day I walk out of my
last exam.
What class do you think has been the most
valuable?
Pretrial Skills
What do you see yourself doing in five
years?
Hopefully, working!
What one thing do your classmates not know
about you?
I've been going part-time, so my original class
graduated already. So ... I'd say most of my
classmates don't ~ow my name!

Undergrad School:
Peace College
Hometown:
Raleigh North Carolina
State Bar You are Taking:
North Carolina
If you could do it all over, would you?
Absolutely
Favorite Valpo Memory?
I don't know if it is a favorite , but I remember
clearly the first time it snowed 1L year. I was
sitting in Civ. Pro. and could see it start through
the windows. 1 was probably the only one in
the room who was excited. Snow is a big deal
for a girl from the south who isn't used "winter
weather."
What class has been most valuable?
I would have to say Professor Loebl's tax
course. I also really enjoyed Elder Law with
Professor Whitton.
What do you see yourself doing in 5 years?
Working, I hope!
What one thing do class.mates not know
about you?
I've had dinner with Ken Starr. I was four, and
he bought me Shirley temples the entire evening. I ended up getting really sick. .. one too
many Shirley temples for me.

RUSTY ANDRADE
Undergraduate School:
Utah State University, and American Intercontinental University.
Hometown:
Salt Lake City, Utah.
State Bar You are Taking:
California.
If you could do this all over again, would
you?
Yes, without hesitation. My experiences during
Law School taught me more than I could have
anticipated. I am grateful for the relationships
developed with my peers and mentors.
Favorite Memory ofValpo:
My favorite memories are those where I felt the
journey ahead was daunting. It is those times
which I am able to look back on and appreciate
the growth. Law school has been challenging,
but continues to be a bright time in my life.
What class do you think has been the most
valuable'?
The class I consider most valuable is my seminar course: .International. Criminal Law. This
course has been important in contextualizing the
place of law and American values in an international perspective. I have learned t~ weigh my
understanding of the law against the principles
of human relatedness.
What do you see yourself doing in five
years?
I hope to still be contented with my life, and
serving others. It would also be nice to have
·
started a family of my own.
What one thing do your classmates not know
about you?
One thing that my classmates may not know
about me is that I am a bit sad to be leaving ·
Valparaiso. I will miss my friends here.

ABIGAIL HUFFER
Undergraduate School:
B.A.-DePauw University, M.B.A.-Valpo
HometoWn:
Delphi, Indiana
State Bar You are Taking:
Indiana
If you could do this all over again, would
you?
I would definitely do a few things differently,
but it's all been worth it in the end
Favorite Memory of Valpo:
Standing up and singing the Battle Hymn of the
Republic in Gaffuey's seminar. Pretty much all
the antics of seminar this semester have been
quite memorable!
What class do you think has been the most
valuable?
Advanced Legal Research. It was frustrating
and annoying and extremely time consuming,
but definitely the most valuable and practical
class here regardless of what field of law a stodent intends to pursue.
What do you see yourself doing in five
years?
'
The goal is to be established in my career and
making myselfhappy every day.
What one thing do your classmates not know
about you?
I am one-eighth Native American. Can't you
tell?

JP.

What class do you think bas been the most
valuable?
Trial Practice f and Land Use
What do you see yourself doing in five
years?
Practicing in real estate and land use law, doing
commercial real estate developments, and loving Katy Rehan.
What one thing do your classmates not know
about you?
I've been told that I have a way with apples be- ·
cause I make one hell of an apple pie!

EMILY BYRUM
Undergraduate School:
Marquette University
Hometown:
The Vale of Paradise
State Bar You are Taking:
North Carolina
If you could do this all over again, would
you?
Yes, but would do some things differently.
Favorite Memory of Valpo:
My favorite memory will be turning in my last
final on Dec. 10.
What class do you think bas been the most
valuable?
Criminal Clinic and Advanced Legal Research
What do you see yourself doing in five
years?
Taking a bite outta crime.
What one thing do your classmates not know
about you?
My style is impetuous. My defense is impregnable. And I'm just ferocious.

JENNIFER COLLINS
Undergraduate School
University of Southern California
Hometown
Albuquerque, New Mexico
State Bar You are Taking
Indiana If you could do this all over again, would
you?
Yes
Favorite Memory of Valpo
The beginning of 1L year when everyone was
still trying to figure out law school
What class do you think has been the most
valuable?
Con Law with Professor Levinson
What do you see yourself doing in five
years?
I hope to be doing something with sports or intellectual property, or working on the Hill.

MICHAEL BARE
Undergraduate School:
BA Wheaton College (IL) 2003, MA Valparaiso
University 2007
Hometown:
Wheaton, Illinois
State Bar You are Taking:
Illinois
If you could do this all over again, would
you?
Sure, I guess. Hard to be an attorney otherwise.
Favorite Memory of Valpo:
Probably a tie between Lind kicking an old lady
out of class the first week of Civ Pro and drinking booze in Carter's Crim Law.
What class do you think has been the most
valuable?
Anything practical, like legal drafting or exte~
ships.
What do you see yourself doing in five
years?
Still working as a solo practitioner, probably.
What one thing do your classmates not know
about you?
If there were really only one thing, I probably
wouldn't say what it was.

EMILY ORSINGER
Undergraduate School
Marquette University
Hometown
Waukesha, Wisconsin
State Bar You are Taking
Indiana
If you could do this all over again, would
you?
School, yes, but I may have taken some time off
before law school.
Favorite Memory of Valpo
There are many, with several great friends, most
especially this past year.
What class do you think bas been the most
valuable?
The Clinic, Trial Practice or externships; becoming familiar with and comfortable in the
courtroom is invaluable for those planning on
litigating.
What do you see yourself doing in five
years?
Prosecuting felonies
What one tbing do your. cJassmates not know
about you?
I trained at the same gym as Chellsie Memmel,
a 2008 U.S. Women's Gymnastics Team member.

HENRY RAU
Undergraduate School:
The University of Washington
Hometown:
Richland, Washington
State Bar You Are Taking:
Illinois and California
If you could do this over again, would you?
Sure
Favorite Memory ofValpo:
Walking out the door for the last time, knowing
I don't have to come back.
What class do you think has been the most
valuable:
Anything NOT taught by Brown
What do you see yourself doing in five
years?
After burning out as a lawyer I will decide to
become a drifter and spend the rest of tnY life
working odd jobs and hitc iking across the
country.
What one thing do your classmates not know
about you? ·
I've kept it a secret this long, why would I tell
anyone now?

MARIA PAGETTI CROSS
STACEY SIMONSON
Hometown:
Brazil: Campinas, Sao Paulo, Brazil
In the U.S.: Westville, Indiana
State Bar You are Taking:
Indiana
If you could do this all over again, would
you'? Yes, I would do it again!
Favorite memory of Valpo ?
I should say memories: The sweet terror of Legal Research's Practical Exams and Professor
Berner impersonating "Stella" in Tort's class. (If
you remember, Stella is the lady who was burnt
by "extremely hot coffee" at McDonalds).
What class do you think has been the most
valuable?
All classes have been invaluable for me, but in
·my specific case because I am a lawyer educated in the Civil Law system, I would say the most
valuable was Legal Writing and Legal Research
together with Constitutional Law.
What do you see yourself doing in five
years?
I see myself back to the educational field teaching Comparative Law and sure I dream in one
day having my loans paid for.
What o-ne thing do your classmates not know
about you?
MX classmates do not know that I married the
most wonderful man who happens to be the best
Chief Gourmet and my favorite Cartoonist.

Undergraduate School:
Aurora University (Aurora, Illinois)
Hom~town:

Montgomery, Illinois
State Bar You are Taking:
Illinois
If yo'! could do this all over again, would
you?
While I'm happy to be finishing school, I would
do it again.
Favorite Memory of Valpo:
Meeting my roommate, Audrey Donovan, at
oral arguments 1L year.
What class do you think has been the most
valuable?
Legal Writing with Prof. Stuart
What do you see yourself doing in five
years?
I see myself being a prosecutor in five years.
What one thing do your classmates not know
about you?
Everything. I didn't spend a lot of time at
school.

Grad Profiles Cont on page 12

OTHER DECEMBER 2008 GRADUATES NOT LISTED
Ali Alfuhaid
Abdullah Almajuash
Tbamer Alshehail
Thomas Bailey
Travis Cohron
Lara Craveiro

Gabriel Gohari
Pierce Lebr
Mark Lewis
William Swafford
Kevin Toth
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Rockin' The Burbs
New music to
feed your soul
Brett Stein
Forum Music Critic

Guns N' Roses - Chinese Democracy

E

asily the most expensive album
ever made, and many, myself
included,
doubted
whether
this album would ever see the light of
day. Numerous lineup changes, studio
changes, rewrites, remixing and anything else you can think of going wrong
on an album occurred in the making of
"Chinese Democracy." It is only fitting
that when most music fans, and specifically Guns N' Roses fans, had given
up hope that the album would ever be
available to purchase, that here it is.
As usual, Axl Rose is pulling the
strings for each second of the album's
71 minutes and the amount of guitar
solos and genre-blending is simultaneously a marvel and a mixed bag. The
title track serve·s as the opener and is

December 20~

etcetera
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2000, most of which were solo efforts
a straight ahead rock affair that give
but a few were done with hi backing
way to the 1ndu trial heavy "Shackler'
band, The Cardinals. His albums have
Revenge," which are rn:o of the horter
ranged from phenomenal (Heartbreaktracks on the album. 0 erall, the album
er, Gold and Ea y Tiger) to downright
is trying too hard to combine all of the
awful (Rock ' Roll, 29) and his latest
best elements from previou records
relea e lie omewhere in the middle.
and appeal to both early and late fan
'·Go Ea y" is a track that is easy
of the band. With 14 total tracks there
to li ten to because it ticks to Adams'
are orne quality tunes and moments
to enjoy such as "Street of Dreams,"
which tarts off as a piano ballad that
features moments of heavy guitar behind thoughtful lyrics and a well-placed
guitar solo. The most schizophrenic
track is "If The World," which features
what might be a mandolin at the beginning before Axl starts singing in a falsetto voice. The track just doesn't work
and illustrates the album's overall lack
of cohesion.
"I.R.S.," is a song worthy of praise
tried and true formula of earnest vofor its heavy guitar, and it serves a stocals over subtle guitar parts. The next
rytelling purpose where Axl explains
track, "Fix It," features a slick almost
that he feels he's living inside the song
slide guitar sound where Adams says
and he's done everything he can do.
Regardless, music listeners are left with "he would fix it if he could." Adams is
a diverse experience ~d perhaps an the kind of artist who appeals to a wide
audience because of his ability cross a
album tha~ will never get a fair shake
half-dozen genres on a single album.
or even-handed review. A record like
With this latest effort Adams
"Chinese Democracy," will probably
be better known for everything except seems to leave behind the personal
demons that have plagued his earlier
the music. I rate this album 6 out of 10
work, namely drugs and alcohol. In
for some bright spots but overall it's far
the name of sobriety, Cardinology puts
too much time and production for not
on full display the creative genius that
enough product.
is elevated by both its simplicity and
Ryan Adams and the Cardinals lack of ego. By making the songs( a
bit less personal and tightening up the
- Cardinology
arrangements without losing the basement
recording studio feel Adams takes
Easily the most prolific rock muanother positive step in his quest to besician of the decade, Ryan Adams has
come the most productive musician in
released a staggering 11 albums since

this decade. With sobriety in his corner,
Adams is slowly shedding his label a
an easy to irritate artist who was once
well known for his tendency to blow up
at the audience while perfoiming.
Long live this new Ryan Adams
who is more focused on his music than
ever before. I rate this album an 8 out
of 10 and think it's a must have for any
Ryan Adams fan and not a bad place to
start for those unfamiliar with his back
catalogue.

Kanye West- 808s & Heartbreak
You have to feel for Kanye West
because this bas been a tough year on
a truly great artist. He broke up with
his longtime girlfriend and his mother
passed away, which may be reflected in
the name of the album. Despite having
to endure such personal heart break,
West completed the project, and this
album is a large departure from previous ones.
West opts to incorporate a lot more
electronic and digital effects into these
twelve tracks. The opener, "Say You
Will," is a lyrically touching song that
is dampened by a constant background
noise that sounds eerily similar to the
old Atari videogame, Pong. In a lot of
ways most of the tracks on the album
have an intentional unfinished feel and
West relies too much on an Auto-Tune
function instead of singing or rapping.
The results are decidedly mixed.
It is clear that West crn!ld have
released an album similar to his others
and no one would have batted an eye,
so he should be given credit for experimenting and changing his style when

Quantum of Solace
Sean Hatfield
Forum Movie Critic

I

t's shortly after 5pm on a Monday
night. I have a deadline tomorrow
and if I miss it, our esteemed lady
editor will surely punish me by making my next review "Malibu Barbie's
Christmas Princess Adventure." Even
worse, I just got out of Secured Transactions and I am left totally and completely brain dead. Writers block. What
is one to do? And then it hit me; at last
the famous Valpo "ah ha" moment
which has sadly eluded me until now.
The answer? Old World Market for a
little caviar.
It wasn't Beluga, but as long as
it didn't come out of Lake Michigan,
I wouldn't complain. I drove back
home, ran to the closet and threw on a
suit. Next, the kitchen for three parts
Gordon's Gin, one part Stoli, a dash of
Kina Lillet and a lemon peeL I was finally ready to write my review of the
latest James Bond flick, Badab Badaa!
My roommate all the while kept mutter-

ing something about finding someone
else to live with, but I didn't care. I was
ready to take on every critic who bas
trashed this movie because James Bond
is just awesome!
First, the music was great, Badab
Badaa! A lot of people were disappointed that Amy Winehouse couldn't
keep her nose out of the giggle powder
long enough to put a song together, but
the producers found Jack White instead
and he did a great job. Second, the story
was also great. Again, a lot of critics are
bemoaning the fast-paced multi-themed
story line. Honestly? Really? Come
on.. it's the shortest Bond ever made,
try to focus on what's going on and you
will be just fine.
Most of the critics who have
panned this film seem to think that it
is simply a continuation of the Bourne
series. I disagree. Same director, yes,
but it is still distinctly James Bond. The
Bond series began to slowly suffer after
Sean Connery left. It was briefly resurrected to the status of Awesome by
Pierce Brosnan in "Goldeneye", but it

quickly resumed its downward spiral
after that. The straw that broke the
camels back was "Die Another Day."
Once you have reached that point, there
is nowhere to go but up. There was only
one way to fix the series and that was to
start from scratch.
Daniel Craig bring~ a new and refreshing dimension to the Bond character. Gone is the lame BMW and ridiculous and unbelievable action sequences.
They have been replaced by the classic
and series original Aston Martin and
more believable fight scenes. But the
complaints are still numerous. There
is no Money Penny, Bond's wit and
charm are gone and he is simply too human. To the naysayers I say ·- HOLD
YOUR HORSES! Patience is a virtue
you know. They are slowly developing
Bond tllrough Daniel Craig to explain
why James Bond is, well James Bond.
Casino Royal chronicles the · beginning of Bond's career and Quantum
of Solace takes place only an hour after the events in Casino Royale! The
charm is still there and we should all

many of his peers wouldn't have been
so adventurous. Lil' Wayne returns as
a guest rapper on the track, "See You I.n
My Nightmares," and even his voice ls

enjoy watching the tremendous· character development. They even brought
back Felix Leiter, Bond's CIA counterpart and Judy Deneb does, as always,
a superb job as M. If you watch carefully, there are subtle hints at a futUre
Money Penny and, at the very least, a
Q Brarich. And lest we forget this films
villain, Dominic Green, who's played
by Mathieu Amalric. Amalric plays
the perfect bad guy - he never blinks
- which is both creepy and cool at the
same time.
Bond still loves dressing sharply
and living well, and I am sure, with
time, we will see the quick witted, martini drinking Bond we all know and
love. And to all the critics who have
panned this film - quit your bitching
and have a Vesper martini. Speaking
of which, I think its ti.me for another.
Badab Badaa!

Sean is a 3L and can be reached at forum@valpo.edu .

digitally altered, which makes the entire
track sound a bit off. The album has its
moments, though, the brightest of which
is, "Coldest Winter," where West pours
tremendous emotion into the lyrics over
a steady machine drum beat.
Overall there are some standout
tracks on the album but there is less cohesion here than on "College Dropout,"
"Late Registration," and "Graduation."
For a man who has proclaimed he wants
to be not only the best rapper in the game
but the best entertainer on the planet, his
latest release could certainly be seen as
a disappointment. Some of the tracks
take several listens to fully appreciate,
but others are simply overdone for the
sake of being overdone. I give it a 6 out
of 10 because a great artist like Kanye
West is capable of so much more.

Brett is a 3L and can be reached at forum@valpo.edu

etcetera
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Feeding Gus
Taste of India
Kirsten Haalboom
Forum Food Critic

aturday night is date rught, but
what should we do and where
should we go? There is always
dinner and a movie, but that gets a bit
old if you always go to the same place
for dinner. We need to spice things up a
bit. When we realized that the movie we
wanted to see was playing in Hobart, it
solved things for us ... we would swing

S

2. Service
Overall, the service was unobtrusive, but efficient. There was .not much
charisma involved, due primarily to the
fact that the servers did not chat or linger longer than necessary to provide us
with our drinks and fj:>od. However, the
food was brought out quickly and we ·
never needed to ask for a refill. Also,
our server told us what everything was
on our platter, which was nice since
it was a combo platter of sorts, and
I might not have known each item by
sight alone. My only complaint was
that they brought us our bill and warm

by Taste of India, at 761 East 81st Avenue in Merrillville, before the movie.
lndian food bas long been a favorite of Gus's, and we were thrilled when
a sign showed up in what used to be a
Caribou Coffee store announcing the
new restaurant. We had missed eating
at our favorite. 1ndian place in Minneapolis (also called Taste of India, oddly
enough), and so we waited in anticipation for this restaurant to open. Now
we eat there whenever we have an opportunity to go to Merrillville around
dinner time.
My favorite dish to order is usually Saag Paneer, which is spinach and
cheese, eaten with fresh naan, which is
delicious flat bread. Gus usually gets
lamb karma, which is lamb cooked in
an almond sauce, served over rice. The
wonderful thing about Taste of India is
that they spice your dish to order, so if
you do not want a burning mouth, you
can get it mild. But if you want it spicy,
you masochist you, you can go for it.
Favorites aside, for the purposes
of this article, we ordered the House
Special Dinner for two. This included
a tandoori platter, vegetable karma,
lamb curry, rice, naan, and a choice of
dessert, all for $34.95. You can get the
same meal for one for $19.95, so it is
more cost effective to bring a friend.
For the vegetarians in our midst, there is
an option called the vegetable thali for
one, which includes vegetable karma,
dal makani, saag paneer, rice, naan, and
dessert for only $15.95.
My four part analysis of our meal is as
follows:
1. Ambiance
As stated above, the previous use
for the building housing- the Taste of
India was a Caribou Coffee, and you
can still see some of the northern influence around the edges of the restaurant.
However, the decor was fairly' tasteful
overall, with a rather muted color palate
and simple art work. The tables were
slightly crowded, but elegantly set. My
only complaint about the ambiance at
Taste of India was that the music would
have suited an elevator. It was instrumental versions of love songs from the
90's. It actually made me a bit sleepy.

towels before they brought our dessert.
We actually believed that, horror of horrors, they had forgotten our dessert. But
do not worry, it did come eventually.
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With our meal we got to choose
a dessert. We decided to try gulab jamun, which are dumplings made from
milk pastry and served in sa,ffron syrup.
I enjoyed the dessert, but Gus thought
it was too sweet. We both agreed that
they were a good end to the meal because they left a wonderful flavor of saffron in your mouth, allowing us to go to
the movie without curry breath.
Conclusion
If you are looking for someplace different to eat so that you can spice up your
diet a bit, Taste oflndia is a good choice.
The food is made with care, with the

Kirsten Haalboom I The Forum

Gus & Kirsten enjoying mango lassi
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spice to taste, and there are a wide variety of options. If you are nervous about

trying a new cuisine, the buffet or the
House Special Dinner might be good
choices, because they allow you to try
3. Cost
several things and decide exactly what
The prices of the dinners range you like. Otherwise, I would recomfrom $9 to $20, but the price given does
mend coming with ·friends, and having
not include rice or bread, and many of everyone order something different.
the dishes really need at least rice or That way you could eat family style and
bread to be complete. However, if you . share.
are in Merrillville at lunch time, there
is a lunch buffet, and students are given Kirsten is a 3L and can be reached at
a discount at this. Also, the options for forum@valpo. edu.
meals listed above are very cost effective, especially because they do include
rice and bread. The meal Gus and I
shared was huge. We both ate until we
were filled, and we had leftovers! $35
is not terrible for the two of us to eat
two meals each.

How to get your
nutrition on the fly
Heather Looby
Executive Editor

F

inals time is upon us, and it is a
time when many of us become
hermit-like in our preparations
for upcoming exams. All. too often we
end up gorging ourselves on fast food,
so that we don't have to waste a minute
of our study time to cook. However,
you can still eat quick (and relatively
cheap) while being calorie-conscious.
Remember, being kind to your waistline
now will help keep that double chin at
bay for the countless holiday pictures
many of us will be forced to endure.
- When reading this article, please
pay special attention_to the DIET TRAP
items, some of which may even appear
to resemble a "healthy" option, but are
actually quite the opposite. Though
depending on the subject of the given
study day, they may be exactly the option that you need then!
Arby's: This well-known chain has an
assortment of healthy items, including
many of their "Market Fresh" salads, all
of which can have less than 500 calories. That being said, this is taking for
granted that you don't add two packets
of dressing and extra salad toppings.
For example:
*The Santa Fe Salad with Grilled
Chicken, seasoned tortilla strips, and
light buttermilk ranch dressing is only
449 calories!
*If you want to be really good,
the Martha's Vineyard Grilled Chicken
Salad only has 250 calories!
DIET TRAP: Arby's Roast Beef Sub
is not to be confused with the healthy
subs which are offered at Subway (I
trust most of you are already aware of
"Jared" and his success with Subway's
menu selections). This sub is 760 calories and 48 grams of fat! But on the
bright side, it has 35 grams of protein!
Also, do not be misled by the "Market
Fresh" sandwiches. I'll let you check
out the link below at your leisure in
order to see what I mean, but if you're
thinking Arby's Roast Turkey Ranch
and Bacon sandwich, you might as well
go across the street and enjoy a Big
Mac, it will SAVE you calories!!!
For more nutritional information: http://
www.arbys.com/nutrition/

McDonald's: At this American childhood favorite, you almost have to order
a hamburger. However, you can splurge
a little without undoing all of the gym
time that you put in throughout the semester.
For example:
*Order a regular hamburger, pair it
with small fries and a small Coke, and
the meal comes in at only 630 calories!
You could always be "that guy" .and
get the Diet Coke in order to save even
more calories!
*If you simply must have cheese
on your burger, another reasonable option is to get the cheeseburger, Apple
Dippers with low fat caramel dip, and a
Diet Coke for 400 calories.
DIET TRAP: I am sure that many of
you are aware that the Double Q\Iarter
Pounder with Cheese is not the most nutritional option on the menu, but many
may not know exactly how much just
one QP can set back that hour's worth
of gym time. It contains 770 calories
and 47 grams of fat, but it's still better
for you than the Burger King Double
Whopper with Cheese (1,010 calories
and 65 grams of fat).
***If your hometown has a
Hardee's, the restaurant features what
is arguably the motherload of all fast
food burgers, the Monster Thickburger
weighs in at 1,420 calories and108
grams offat.
For more nutritional information:
http://nutrition.mcdonalds.com/bagamcmeal/nutrition_mealSuggestions.html
Pizza Hut: Yes, it is possible to eat
pizza and -still fit into your "skinny"
jeans! Just try any of their 12" Fit 'N
Delicious pizzas! Any of the six pie
varieties available have less than 200
calories per slice!
DIET TRAP: The Meat Lover's Stuffed
Crust Pizza. 2 slices have over 900
calories and 48 grams of fat, so as a
friendly reminder on behalf of the FDA,
please eat sparingly.
For more nutritional information: http://
www.pizzahut.com/Nutrition.aspx

Taco Bell: When watching your figure,
opt for the "Fresco" Menu, which has
9 items, all with fewer than 9 grams
of fat. My personal picks include the
Fresco Grilled Steak Soft Taco with 160
calories and the Fresco Fiesta Burrito
wifh chicken at 330 calories. Also, the
Fresco Zesty Chicken Border Bowl is

See Fast Food, page 18

BUCKLEY'S BREWHOOSE

4. Taste
Our meal began with the tandoori
platter. It included chicken and lamb
and was very tasty. The tandoori chicken was not the best I'd ever had, but
Gus really loved the lamb. The.rice and
naan came next, along with the vegetable karma and the lamb curry. I served
some vegetable karma over rice for myself. The rice was, of course, cooked
perfectly, and the vegetable korma was
flavorful. If you do not like the taste
of cauliflower, you would probably not
like the vegetable karma, because that is
the overriding flavor in the dish. However, if you do like it, and I do, the dish
is savory and delicious, with peas a~d
carrots accompanying the cauliflower in
the almond sauce.
I like to dip my naan into the lamb
curry sauce. For those of you who are
unfamiliar with Indian food, this curry
is not the yellow kind you may have
seen in school cafeterias. It is brown,
like the meat it is prepared with, and it
is delicately spiced to give just a kick to
the flavor. It is also very tasty served
over the rice. If the spice is too much
for you, or if you ordered your meal
spicy and want to stop the burning in
your throat, I recommend ordering a
mango lassi. A mango lassi is a drink
made from yogurt an,d mango puree.
The yogurt kills the burn, and the mango tastes amazing.

DARK LORD, Russian Imperial Stout from
Three Floyds' Brewing Co.
Chris Buckley
Forum Beer Critic

I

f Ebenezer Scrooge was frightened
into the Christmas Spirit by a series of three ghosts, then trust me
when I say that this mystical ale could
knock the "Bah Humbug!" out of just
about anyone. I am proud to have the
distinct pleasure of introducing you to
Dark - Lord Imperial Stout, by Three
Floyds Brewing Co. in nearby Munster,
Indiana. It is a rare treat as an annual release, but it is well worth the long wait
in line during the April festival. Make
sure you bring along a sober driver (and
perhaps an exorcist) wherever you sample this one. ·
For those of you that haven't had
the pleasure of traveling to Three Floyds
Brewery and Pub, I strongly recommend
you do so. They are known to produce
over 30 great micro-crafted, regular and
seasonal beers on tap, and another dozen or so of the best ones from around
the country as a demonstration of their
confidence that their beers and diverse
menu of delectable accomparuments are
truly world class.
This style of Russian lmpe-

rial Stout was created in an attempt to
please the Russian Czars of the 19th
Century, and to make the trip from England to Russia its ABV was maxed out
(usually 8-12%), even occasionally by
fortification. The happiness of such a
beer (measured by International Bitterness Units, or IBU's for beer nerds) can
vary from minimar (25IBU's) to quite
aggressive (50 lBU's), this one even
surpassing the latter with 55 IBU's.
From the breaking of the beer's
seal, (the bottles are sealed with wax for
visual effect and added freshness, the
22-ounce bottle seemed to fill the entire
room with its dark and overpowering
aroma, even seeming to absorb the light
in the room. (I believe the lights even
dimmed for a moment.) We stared into
the mysterious Stout's opaque, motor
oil appearance for several minutes. The
reverse cascading, which is the opposite of what happens when you pour a
"normal" stout, confirmed that we were
beginning a long and ominous journey.
Its aroma wreaked of thick, dark molasses, delivering a strong and pungent liquor punch into our noses. This liquor
was a strange combination of the most
potent Greek Ouio, Norwegian Glogg,

and British Brandy that I have ever tasted. A spicy Turkish coffee muck also
helped to overwhelm the senses. When
we finally did muster up the courage to
try it, the heaviest, roughest, velvety
mouth feel with a balanced carbonation
simply dominated our senses.
As we anticipated a very dark, unsweetened, bitter, chocolate sliced into
the palette with an aggressive happiness, characteristic of American renditions of this style. A very heavy dark
oak flavor took over toward its dry finish, perhaps concealing the spiciness we
anticipated from its nose. The flavors
were bold from the very beginrung, but
as our glasses gradually warmed, this
radically intensified. My palette was
even growing quite weary near the end
of this "session".
If you are among the chosen ones
and this beer looms outside your door
with its dark, empty hood and dragging
chains, sample at your own risk. You
have been warned.
Chris is a 3L and can be reached at forum@valpo.edu
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JENNA ZEI

LAMARR DATCHER

Undergraduate School:
Gustavus Adolphus College
Hometown:
Wausau, WI
State Bar You are Taking:
Indiana & Illinois
If you could do this all over again, would
you?
Yes.
Favorite Memory of Valpo:
I had to take my finals a couple of weeks after
I had my son - in a haze of sleep deprivation
and slight madness. I was sure I failed at least
one. The memory of my grades coming in that
semester was a favorite memory.
What class do you think has been the most
valuable?
·
Legal Research/Advanced Legal Research
What do you see yourself doing in five
years?
Practicing in tlie area of Child/Family Law
What one thing do your classmates no~ know
about you?
I like to smoke a good cigar every now and then
- I started in high school.

Undergraduate School:
Colgate University
Hometown:
Washington D.C.
State Bar You are Taking:
lllinois
If you could do this all over again, would
you?
Yes! Life is all about new experiences, and I
embrace them every chance I get. Coming to
the Vale of Paradise to attend law school provided me the opportunity to improve my o~er
all skill sets, expand my network, make new
friends, and experience a part of the country
I otherwise would not have. My time here has
not always been easy or fun, but neither is life.
At the end of the day, I moved here to obtain
a legal education, and that's what I got; a very
good one at that.

Favorite Memory of.Valpo:
London/Cambridge trip summer of 2006, we
had so much fun!
What class do you think has been the most
valuable?
Federal Income Tax with Jim Loeble ... That
course validated my passion for that area of the
law and business.
What do you see yourself doing in five
years?
I see myself in a mid-level position within a law
firm, corporation, or tax consulting firm, while
on my way to becoming fluent in a foreign language (that is my next goal after I graduate, pass
the bar, and get situated in a job).
What one thing do your classmates not know
about you?
I LOVE stand-up comedy (Lavell Crawford is
my favorite comedian).

Undergraduate School:
Ea t China University of Political Science and
Law
Hometown:
Maanshan, Anhui Province, China.
State Bar You are Taking:
Have not taken but plan to take
If you could do this all over agam, would
you?
Yes, I would.
Favorite Memory of Valpo:
the discussion in any law class
What class do you think has been the most
valuable?
Constitutional Law _
What do you see yourself doing in five
years?
I may continue to study in one of the law
schools in U.S. for several years.
What one thing do your classmates not
know about you?
I have practiced law a lot in China during my
four years of undergraduate's studying.

etcetera
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Profiles

Hometown:

Hometown:

Springfield, NJ

Phoenix,AZ

Undergraduate School:

Hometown:
Washington, PA

Undergraduate School:

Wagner College

Untkrgraduate School:

Arizona State University

Undergraduate Major:
Political Science

Iowa State University

Undergraduate Major:
Justice Studies

Family: Mother; Violet, Father; David, Stepfather; Rusty, older
brother; Bob
1) W hat's your favorite season during the year?
Spring, because that means it's time to dust off the golf clubs and
tee it up.
2) Assuming you hit a $50 million Powerball tomorrow, would
you stick around to fmish your JD, or are you off to Mexico on
your new private jet?
·
Considering I sat out a year and transferred across the country to
finish law school I've come too far not to graduate, $50 million_or
not.
3)
Assuming they could, the U.N. grants you the power to
become Supreme Ruler of any planet in the solar system you
choose (minus the Earth), which planet do you call your own?
Mars.
4)
.Oh crap! You wake up and find out it's the Zombie
Apocalypse (hey, at least you don't have to take finals anymore).
W hat's your weapon of choice to wage an unending battle
against the mindless undead horde?
A box of vinyl records I can fling frisbee style to decapitate the
undead ..
5)
What T.V. will you never, ever, under any circumstance
let your kids watch (or nieces and nephews if you don't want
any)?
Hannah Montana.
What's your favorite band?
Tough question. Right now I'd say Band of Horses.

6)

Undergraduate Major:
Community & Regional
Planning

1) What's your favorite season during the year?
Hrnmmmrn ... well if I were in AZ I would say spring, because it's
beautiful, with sunny days; 75-85 degree weather and Spqng
Training. In Valpo ... it would be summer because it's the closest I'll
get to an Arizona spring day.
2) Assuming you hit a $50 million Powerball tomorrow, would
you stick around to finish your JD, or are you off to Mexico on
your new private jet?
I would fmish my JD, because knowing me, I will spend it all in no
time and I'll need something to fall back on.
Assuming they could, the U.N. grants you the power to
3)
become Supreme Ruler of any planet in the solar system you
choose (minus the Earth), which planet do you call your own?
Venus! It's close to the sun so I don't have to worry about winter days
and its close to Earth.
Oh crap! You wake up and fmd out it's the Zombie
4)
Apocalypse (hey, at least you don't have to take fmals anymore).
What's your weapon of choice to wage an unending battle
against the mindless undead horde?
Ummm... I would defer to my tactical advisor Drew Taylor, who has
mysteriously disappeared?!
5) What T.V. will you never, ever, under any circumstance let
your kids watch (or nieces and nephews if you don't want any)?
The Hills ... please stop that show!
6) What's your favorite band?
Abba... name one bad Abba song ... it's impossible!

You win an all expense dinner with the Supreme Court
Justice of your choice, who do you pick and why~
Former Justice O'Conner. Besides the obvious AZ connection, she
was the swing vote on most opinions which signals that she was
open minded and willing to listen to both arguments. She never
seemed to have an agenda. I'd love to pick her br~in.

7)

You win an all expense dinner with the Supreme Court
Justice of your choice, who do you pick and why?
John Paul Stevens because he's been on the court forever and
at his advanced age has clearly been hanging on so a Democratic
president could appoint his successor.

7)

8) Harrison Ford. Better as Indiana Jones or Hans Solo?
Indiana Jones.

8) Harrison Ford. Better as Indiana Jones or Hans Solo?
They both are pretty man-tastic but I'd have to say Indiana Jones.
Hans was too cocky.

9) What's your favorite baseball team?
San Diego Padres.

9) What's your favorite baseball team?
Everyone knows the answer to this ... GO DODGERS!!!!

1 0) What's the most interesting class you've had while at
Valpo?
Public International Law. Why? As a Perspectives course
we get to read material that fosters a lot of interesting and thought
provoking class discussion.

10) What's the most interesting class you've had while at Valpo?
Why?
Med Mal... it's disgusting at times but the cases are never boring.
Plus, the instructor is an attorney so you get to hear a lot of war
stories. I highly recommend it!

1) What's your favorite season during the year?
Spring
2) Assuming you hit a $50 million Powerball tomorrow, would
you stick around to finish your JD, or are you off to Mexico on
your new private j.et?
I would finish my JD . Then be off to Germany, Austria, Switzerland,
and then Bora Bora and New Zealand.
Assuming they could, the U.N. grants you the power to
3)
become Supreme Ruler of any planet in the solar system you
choose (minus the Earth), which planet do you call your own?
Mars. It is possibly the next potentially inhabitable planet.
4)
Oh crap! You wake up and find out it's the Zombie
Apocalypse (hey, at least you don't have to take finals anymore).
What's your weapon of choice to wage an unending battle
against the mindless undead horde?
Frenchi Spas 12 Automatic Shotgun and a Glock Autopistol as a
backup.
5) What T.V. will you never, ever, under any circumstance
let your kids watch (or nieces and nephews if you don't want
any)?
Power Rangers . .. yes they are apparently still on.
6) What's your favorite band?
ACIDC
You win an all expense dinner with the Supreme Court
Justice of your choice, who do you pick and why?
Chief Justice Rehnquist. He was one of the few justices who has
struck down an Act of Congress fmding a Federal Statute exceeded
its powers under the Commerce Clause.

7)

8) Harrison Ford. Better as Indiana Jones or Hans Solo?
Indiana Jones
9) What's your favorite baseball team?
Cubs
10) What's the most interesting class you've had while-at Valpo?
Why?
Contracts. I thought it would be a more practical class which I
would understand more easily than others due to my professional
background. I have since learned how circular Contracts is and find
it the most difficult course.

TRIVIA
-

By Heather Looby -- Executive Editor
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1) THE REAL ST. NICHOLAS WAS BORN IN WHAT MODERN-DAY COUNTRY?
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2) WHO NARRATED THE CLASSIC 1966 TV SPECIA-l
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4) IN THE 1965 TV SPECIAL ~A CHARLIE BROWN
CHRISTMAS," WHO BUILDS A GRAY SNOWMAN?
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5) THE KING THAT ORDERED THE DESTRUCTION OF
THE SECOND TEMPLE CAME FROM WHAT COUNTRY?
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6) IN "THE TWELVE DJ\YS OF CHRISTMAS," THERE ARE
HOW MANY DRUMMERS DRUMMING?
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7) WHAT DOES ~KWANZAA" TRANSLATE TO IN SWAHILI?
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9) EGGNOG WAS FIRST CONSUMED IN WHAT U.S.
CITY?
1 0) HANUKKAH LASTS FOR HOW MANY DAYS?
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Mock Trial hosts 5th annual Intraschool competition
Nathan Vis
Forum Staff Writer

eer recipe and a marketing plan
o sell the jalapeno flavored beer
ere found on the computer of
Sam Worker, an employee who quit
his job at Spartan Brewing to work for
triple his normal salary at another company, Wolverine Brewing. Shortly after beginning work for· the competing
company, Wolverine came out with a
new, jalapeno flavored beer, bringing
the company great success. Mix in additional facts that Wolverine Brewing
had a bad year before the release of their
new beer, and that Worker had breached
a close relationship with his prior boss
by 'comforting' his . boss's wife - and
the 2008 Intraschool Trial Advocacy
Competition facts were born.
The State of Sparta brought three
charges against Worker, embezzlement,
exceeding valid computer authorization, and use of a computer to commit
a crime, all of which had to be proven
beyond a reasonable doubt. In the final
round, Worker was found not guilty on
all three counts.
The 5th Annual Intraschool competition began in late September, when
incoming rookie Mock Trial members
teamed up with seasoned 3Ls to form
teams of four, two serving as the prosecution, and two as defense attorneys.
The many hsmrs of practice culminated
into the final competition, held Wednesday November 12, where the prosecution, represented by finalists Eric Ditton
and Paul Namie, faced off against Jeff
Powell and Kelly Bailey.
Ditton led off, informing the
jury that if "it walked 1ike a duck and
quacked like a duck, it must be a duck."
He went on to describe that the facts the
jury was about to hear could only lead

them to conclude that Worker had stolen
the beer recipe and marketing plan. In
response Bailey told the jury it was not
a complex set of facts from which they
were to infer that Worker had stolen
the recipe, rather the facts revealed the
owner from Spartan Brewing Company
to be driven by a jealous demon, angry
that his best employee had gone to work
for a competitor.
Erika Nelson played the role of
Mr. Gallagher, the owner of Spartan
Brewing, te ti:fying that she had never
given the recipe or marketing plan to
anyone, but under a cross from Powell
revealed that her office, where she had
stored the stolen recipe and marketing
plan, was an open access area to anyone
who desired to enter.
Brad Colburn portrayed the role of
the investigating officer in the case, testifYing that he had run a thorough investigation leading him to one conclusion:
Sam Worker was guilty. Through a cross
by Bailey, the jury learned however that
the thorough investigation took place
in a day, and that no other computers
besides Worker's were investigated for
other suspicious activity.
Amanda Hires took the role of
Sloan Jackson, the owner of Wolverine
Brewing. She testified she hired Worker due to his proven ability to market a
product, and that they had had a jalapeno flavored beer in the making, long
before she ever met Worker. A cross by
Namie showed circumstantially that it
was not until Worker came on board did
Wolverine have success, and in addition
he cast doubt on whether Wolverine .actually had created a jalapeno flavored
beer, or whether it had merely copied
some else's.
Steve Gage, acting as the defendant, took the witness's chair to declare
his innocence, to defend his prior history, and to share that with a young grow-

Finalists Paul Namie, Eric Ditton, Kelly Bailey and Jeff Powell

ing family, he had to take the opportunities he was given, to give a better life
to his family. In cross, Ditton revealed
that Worker had communicated with his
new boss while still at his old job, offering "ide~s" to him.
In closing argument, Namie displayed to the jury how the marketing
plans for the two companies were almost exactly the same, that circumstantially the only inference to conclude
was that Worker was guilty.
In response, Powell emphasized
the eluding fact throughout the trial:
that the prosecution could never assure
the jury that it was actually Sam Worker
who had stolen the recipe and downloaded it to his work computer.
The jury, _c_onsisting of attorneys

from the area, returned a verdict of not
guilty.
Tracey Steel Schafer, this year's
Mock Trial lntraschool Competition
Chair, was thankful to- have attorneys
from the community present throughout
the competition. "I was glad to have outside judges to make the tough decisions,
there was so much talent. It was great to
see everyone stand up in the courtroom,
with confidence, and advocate for their
clients," she said.
With Powell and Bailey clinching honors as the 2008 winning team,
others received awards as well. "The
judge's compliments this year were
overwhelming," said Tracey, "in fact,
several attorneys said they hoped they
never had to face any of our team mem-

Forum Staff Writer

T

he holiday season is traditionally a time to be generous in
spirit, time, and practice, . and
as law students with finals quickly approaching, it can be easy to forget about
the problems of others within the local
community. So when organizations like
the Multiculturil Law Student Association (MLSA) or Phi Delta Phi do events.

MLSA volunteers wrapping baskets

like the Thanksgiving Baskets, it helps
to portray our school in a positive light,
which reflects positively on us all.
This year MLSA continued its tradition of providing Thanksgiving baskets for underprivileged families in the
Valparaiso area. This is MLSA's largest
event of the year, and many of its members feel that it's the most meaningful.
The event was hosted the night
of November 18th in Tabor, and the
baskets were delivered right .before the

Eric Haeckquevisst/ The Forum

Thanksgiving break on November 21st
to the Hilltop Community Center. Dire
economic times have hit Northwest
Indiana and the Center especially hard
this year; currently, it's averaging two
new families in need of assistance a
week. In ti~es like these, every little
bit of charity helps.
Weeks before the Thanksgiving Basket event took place, however,
MLSA and Qther student groups from
Valparaiso University School of Law
were already hard at work organizing this event. Through selling pizza
at Chapel Break to hungry students in
Professor Lind's Civ Pro class to donating money themselves, MLSA and
other groups put together the necessary
funds to create these baskets and spread
some much needed holiday cheer to local families going through a very tough
time.
This year, the baskets contained a
wide array of holiday foods. While the
baskets were being stuffed, wrapped,
and festively decorated, the volunteers
placed everything from rolls to stuffing
to marshmallows inside of them. In addition to the side dishes, the baskets also
contained coupons which the families
could use to buy a turkey. Each basket
contained everything anyone would
need to have a very special Thanksgiving holiday.
When all was said and done, ten
huge baskets were ready to be donated.
Each basket goes to a different family once delivered to the Hilltop Center
- thanks to the hard work of MLSA and
other VUSL groups, ten families got
to enjoy a well-deserved Thanksgiving
dinner.
David is a 1L and can be reached at forum@va/p().edu

hers in a court room." Other team members receiving awards in 2008 included:
Brad Colborn (Best Advocate); Ehiman Uwidia (Courtroom Demeanor);
Jeff Powell (Closing Argument); Jesse
Lorenz (Opening Statement); Amanda
Hires (Direct Examination); and Vanessa Sheehan (Cross Examination).
The Valparaiso Mock Trial Team
continues their season with two national spring tournaments. The first will be
the National Trial Competition, which
is hosted in Chicago. The second competition is the American Assqciation for
Justice, held in Cleveland, Ohio.
Nathan is a 2L and can be reached at
forum@valpo.edu
·

It was an Old
Town sina-s h!

MLSA wraps up Thanksgiving din- ners for Hilltop Comm.unity Center
David Johnson

Eric Haeckquevisst/ The Forum

SBA Halloween

party a hit
Rachel Sharron
Sports Editor

T

he Student Bar Association held
its annual Halloween Party on
Friday, October j I at the Old
Town Banquet Center. 269 students
and guests gathered for the nights' festivities, making this year's party the
best attended SBA Halloween bash in
seven years.
In keeping with SBA tradition, the
guys on SBA decorated the hall with
streamers and candy. Chafing dishes
.were set up behind the dance floor, serving appetizers such as mini pizzas and
mozzarella sticks, while beer and wine
were available
at the bar.
,
Widely touted as the best SBA
event of the year, the Halloween party
i~ more than just a good· time. It's also
a great chance for students to get to
know people outside the classroom and
see them in costume, said SBA President Laura Wishart. Rob Woodward,
a 2L class representative, and Wishart
were the primary people in charge of
planning this event though all of SBA
helped out, said Wishart.
Costumes this year ranged from
the usual array of doctors, nurses and
athletes to unique ideas such as a hot
air balloon, a Whoopee cushion, and a
guest Patrick Thomas as his roommate
Chris Buckley. Other notable costumes
included: Oscar the Grouch, Tom Cruise
from Risky Business, the Peanuts Gang,

devil in a blue dress, and the Pink Ladies and T-Birds from Grease.
The costume contest is another
traditional part of the SBA Halloween
party. Categories and nominees were
chosen by members of the SBA Executive Board and SBA sober monitors said
Josh Faucette, a 2L class representative.
Faucette was also the contest's emcee.
There were three categories this
year, Most Creative, Best look-a-like
and Best Group costume. Nate and
Justin Vining, dressed as the Doublemint Twins, won for Best G~oup, while
Evan Wheeler took Most Creative for
coming as a Purdue Wrestler. The Prize
for Best Look-a-like went to Will Swafford, whom Faucette described as Jeff
Lehrman's doppelganger. According to
Faucette, winners were chosen by the
applause-a-meter, meaning, "who the
crowd cheered for the loudest.".
"Overall the event went really
well," said Wishart, "a few problems
arose here and there and some of them
weren't foreseen, but for the most part
everyone was pretty fantastic." According to Wishart, the biggest problem of
the night inyolved an unruly guest who
was dancing on the stage and spilled
snuck-in rum on Wishart. He was asked
to leave. Despite going through 11 kegs
of beer and 57 gallons of wine during
the 4 hour event, Wishart said that people were more responsible this year and
took advantage of the sober rides provided by SBA.
In the end, Wishart said that nothing much went wrong this year and that
she was much happier with this year's
party than last year's event.
Rachel is a 3L and can be reached at
forum@valpo.edu
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PAD & WLSA'S AdOpt-a-Family

Liberty's
Bell rings
ane"\V

event kicks off at Martini's
Students share the
spirit of Christmas
with local families
in need ·
Heather Looby
Executive Editor

ast Thursday night, many giving
Valparaiso University School of
Law students took a study break
from finals to spread a little Christmas
cheer by attending the annual Valparaiso
Adopt-a-Family Kickoff Party at Martini's Restaurant from 8pm to lOpm.
The holiday event was co-sponored by Phi Alpha Delta (PAD) and
the Women's Law Student Association (WLSA), in conjunction with the
Salvation Army's long-running Adopta-Family program. Delicious complimentary hors d' oeuvres were provided

L

New student organization forming
on campus

in exchange for the generous donations
of Valpo Law students, faculty, and
other supportive Valparaiso community
members. The successful event provided two deserving families with an abundant assortment of children's clothing
and toys. In addition, PAD and WLSA
collected monetary donations and nonperishable food items for the families to
make a Christmas m~al and ~ill wrap
the presents prior to delivering them to
the families.
PAD and WLSA would like to
thank all who attended the event for
opening their hearts and wallets to make
this a truly unforgettable Christmas for
two local families.

Nathan Vis
Forum Staff Writer

N

Heather is a 2L and can be reached at
forum@valpo. edu

Steve Alvarez and Laura Harris enjoying the night

Heather Looby The Forum

Faculty and staff cook a delicious feast for
Valpo La~
22d annual
Thanksgiving dinner
Christy Commers
Forum Staff Writer

hile many were already at
home enjoying their Thanksgiving Break, others stayed
to celebrate Thanksgiving early · with
their classmates. p.rQ(~s and staff.
On Monday, ovember 24, 2008, the
Valparaiso University School of Law
held its 22nd annual Thanksgiving
Lunch.
The event, which cost $6 for advance tickets and $8 that day, provided a
traditional Thanksgiving meal for more
than 170 people alike. The proceeds
went to local community organizations.
President and Mrs. Heckler joined in
the festivities of the day by attending
the feast.
The lunch featured an outstanding assortment of food. Along with the
traditional turkey and rolls, guest chose
from a variety of side dishes, including:
cranberry sauces, green bean casserole,
broccoli casserole and com souffle,
various types of jello and tossed salads,
and a host of desse11s including pump- ~
kin and apple pies, cookies and cakes.
Items that got high marks from lunchgoers included the rice crispie treats
molded into the shape of a drumstick
and the many side dish options. With
the amount of food served, it was cer-

W

tain no one left the lunch hungry.
The faculty and staff who put on
the lunch deserve special credit. Dean
Mary Persyn spearheaded the event
while Library Circulation Desk Supervisor Debbie Blennerhassett was
responsible for ticket sales. Persyn
also bought and cooked the turkeys,
ensuring there was plenty of meat for
the hungry guests. Assistant Registrar
Linda Canada took the lunch tickets and
tracked the number of people attending
the affair. Other staff ~n~~ ~aS~~fY.. con-a~ 1
tributed to the lUlJ-c.h by prov1ding side
dishes and desserts, decoration, and a
clean-up crew.
The Thanksgiving Dinner is an
event many look forward to during Fall
semester. If you haven't enjoyed Law
School Thanksgiving feast before, you
should plan to attend next year as it's
worth the extra time spent iti Valpo.
Christy is a 2L and can be reached at
forum@valpo.edu.
[Editors Note: Would the person who
makes the drumstick rice krispies please
e-mail the recipe at sarah.crouch@valpo.edu. I won't be here next year and
would like to make them in a far away
land known as New Jersey. I promise
to take any secret ingrediant included in
them to the grave. Thanks.]
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o matter which political side of
the aisle you may have found
yourself on during the last presidential election, there's no doubt that
you found yourself afloat in a haze of
rhetoric - a maverick, agent of change,
reformer, or hoping for something new.
One was the alternative to President
Bush, the other similar. The end goals
for both main party candidates were discussed at length. But the road to travel
there and the guideposts to adhere by
were anything but existent.
It was inscribed a few centuries
ago upon a bell in Philadelphia to "Proclaim liberty throughout all the land
unto all the inhabitants thereof." (Leviticus 25: l 0) Believing now that it is our
duty to promote and foster the virtues
necessary to support liberty and for the
continued establishment of a civil and
enduring society; the group Liberty's
Bell is formally announcing their beginnings upon campus. Trusting that it is
our responsibility to articulate that freedom and liberty without virtue is valueless- Liberty's Bell is being established
to assist those likeminded persons here
at Valpo in the pursuit and engagement
of those endeavors.
Liberty's Bell shall be a group of
students, faculty and other persons committed to fostering and promoting the
ideals of Life, Liberty and Happiness
as found and expressed throughout the
Judaeo-Christian heritage c;:f'America 's
founding and existing law.'''tfiloughout
the next semester and beyond we look
forward to gathering to discuss current
political, legal and cultural issues as
we cultivate and form our individual
perceptions and approaches to issues
impacting America today.
It is our endeavor to foster discussions of the principles which have, and
which should guide Americans today.
Liberty's Bell will be affiliated
with the nation-wide network of the Intercollegiate Studies Institute. If you are
interested in participating in this group,
we encourage you to email either the
Chair or Vice-Chair: nathan.vi.s@valpo.
edu or paul.namie@valpo.edu.
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T

he debate over same-sex marriage is passionate and relentless, evoking powerfully-held
convictions on each side, and the only
resolution will come through our lawmakers. This is ue came festering to the
forefront of campaign issues la t month
when California residents voted to pass
Proposition 8, a proposition to amend
the state constitution to restrict the definition of marriage to 'a union between a
man and a woman," thereby eliminating
the right of same-sex couples to marry.
The passage of this propositron overturns the May 2008 ruling of the Supreme Court of California which held
that excluding same-sex couples from
marriage is unconstitutional.
Under federal law, the Defense
of Marriage Act, which was passed in
1996, marriage was explicitly defined as
the union of one man and one woman,
although the act allows individual tate
to define marriage as they wish. Presently, same-sex marriage is recognized
only in Ma sachusetts and Connecticut.
However, four states have created civil
unions under their state laws which convey the exact same rights and responsibilities of marriage without using the
term "marriage," and fiye states have
created civil unions which offer some
rights of marriage, but not all. The rest
of the states, by contrast, have either
constitutional amendments or statutes
restricting marriage to two persons of
opposite sex.
Much of the conflict over samesex marriage seems to be the pesky little
word of "marriage" itself. Opponents
often come from the religious perspective, arguing that legalization is contrary
to God;s will and His definition of marriage. However, maintaining a religion
clearly~is not a prerequisite to get married in this country. America abides by
legal marriage; you can be a Christian,
an atheist, or a Wiccan and still get mar-

ned as long as it i to someone of the
opposite sex. You can have a completely religious ceremony in a church with a
priest, or you can get married in a hotel
by a lawyer without ever mentioning
the word God. As a heterosexual, you
get to choose. Americans are fortunate
to have religious freedom in thi way,
and yet we are not allowed the freedom
to exercise fully our fundamental right
to marry.
Opponents also argue from the social perspective, concerned that samesex marriage is contrary to the best interests of children and harms the family
structure of society. However, having
children. or being a good parent, is not a
prerequisite to get married either. In the
context of family structure and raising
children, good parents, poor parents,
barren couples, abusers, adulterers, and
exual deviants are all treated the same
under marital laws as long as they are
heterosexual. It just doesn 't seem logical.
In its original decision last May,
the Supreme Court of California stated that sexual orientation, like race or
gender, does not constitute a legitimate
basis upon which to deny or withhold
legal rights, as there is a fundamental
constitutional right to form a family relationship. While the voters of California have disagreed, pas ing Proposition
8 with 52.3%, this outcome is hard to
accept as a law student who has studied the depths of the Equal Protection
clause. The federal government confers more than one thousand rights and
protections through marriage, including
Social Security benefits, health insurance, Medicaid, hospital visitation, estate taxes, pensions, family leave, and
immigration Jaw. Thus, while California remains a state recognizing civil
unions, may she not forget that separate
rights are never equal rights.
Abby is a 3L and can be reached at forum@valpo.edu

Barely Legal
Jon Berbari & John Cohoat
Forum Staff Writers

To all 3 regular readers ofBarely Legal.
we are now comprised of John Cohoat
and Jon Berbari. Kelly Kruger has
moved on to bigger and better endeavors in the SEA realm and Admissions
Department. Jon Berbari will miss
these computer lit fireside chats with
Ms. Kruger, but in th~pirit of embracing change, bring on the humor noire of
John Cohoat.
Dear Barely Legal,
I heard in the atrium that we are no longer going to sen·e alcohol at SBA funded social events. Please say it ain ~so!

Concerned,
Drinky McDrinkerson

Dear Drinky,
Barely Legal has consulted SBA
President Laura Wishart ('Shart), and
confirmed that it is, in fact, true. As to
the reasoning for this extremely paternalistic measure, we will let the Administration and SBA address this policy
directly. We are aware that 'Shart and
the SBA leadership fought valiantly to

represent the majority of their constituents. We consider this battle lost and
now are qnly concerned with the spoils
of the windfall of our student fund. A
few demands follow:
In the words of a soaking wet
Christopher Irk, "We seriously need to
consider getting a *$#&%*@ gutter."
Indeed good sir, we do need a rain gutter at this institution. If the windfall
from the alcohol ban does not cover this
novelty, we would like to recommend
to the steering committee of the class
of 2009 that our class gift be a massive commercial grade water removal
system, also known as a "gutter" on
the front and back entrances of the law
school. We can even engrave this gift
cheaply (J.P. Roman-Lagunas knows "a
guy" ip Lake County) to say "courtesy
of. the class of 2009." Seriously, who
operates in Valpa-rain-snow without a
gutter above their entrances?!
Complimentary coffee. Due to
the lack of camaraderie as a result of
the absence of alcohol-funded events,
we humbly request complimentary coffee and a water cooler to literally have
"water cooler" conversations. It will be
at the water cooler that we will recreate the salons of Paris and the forums
of Greece with our own intellectual
digressions between colleagues. Truth
be told, most of us are just looking

for a free cup of wake-up after we get
dumped on by the concentration of rain
and snow. With all due respect, this is
a doable venture. And, I said, "with all
due respect," so that means I can say
whatever I want. What's. good enough
for the faculty is good enough for the
student body that foots the bill.
Unlimited printing. We received
it last year and apparently a few people
didn't know how to act. Please blacklist
the people that take advantage and do
not charge exorbitant prices to anyone
who overdrafts in good faith. This is
more of a request for the 1Ls who are
drafting more papers, printing slides to
study, and generally being more studious
than the rest of us. There are at least 3
"tech" oriented employees ... (*coughs*
sounding remarkably like "Obie") capable of putting a block on any print jobs
that are obvious errors. We believe that
life is short, and in this new, eco-friendly, green-oriented economy, paper will
become only cheaper. Let us print what
we need to study properly. We all know
that Bushbaum loves the books, as opposed to the "interwebs" - we're sure
he will also support this paper-oriented
measure.
Jon & John are 3Ls and can be reached
at forum@valpo. edu.

Letters to the Editor
In response to Jeff Cartwright s Letter to
the Editor, 11/08:
First, I think that · Mr. Cartwright

misunderstood what I was saying about
the Constitution as a contract. I was arguing that the meaning of a contract does not
change simply because time has passed;
however, a contract itself can certainly be
changed by being modified or amended.
Thus, when we talk about slavery, we do
not appeal to Article I of the Constitution
- we appeal to the Thirteenth Amendment
as that is the part of the Constitution which
is germane to the issue of slavery. This
amendment, like all the others, was a modification of the Constitution made properly
through the amendment process. It's not
proper, on the other band, to have judges
amend the Constitution. The amendment
process is analogous to having both parties to a contract agree to modify it; having
judges change the Constitution is like having only one party modify a contract.
Second, Roe v. Wade is a gaffe for
three reasons. First, it was a poorly reasoned opinion in that although the Court
state.d it was not going to decide when life

begins, it essentially did so anyway by declaring viability as the time when the unborn can be given statutory rights by states.
In addition, the Court ultimately reasoned
that because it could not decide if life (really personhood) begins at conception, it
was going to proceed as if it does not. The
more logical decision would have been to
assume that if life can possibly begin at
conception, it is better to favor laws that
protect what may very well be human life.
Second, the opinion was outright judicial
activism as it imposed on states a trimester
system with no grounding in constitutional
law and created a right to abortion also not
found in the Constitution. Third, the decision took out of the hands of the people
the power to legislate on abortion. If you
think that women should have a right to
abortion, you have the right to argue thusly, but it should be the legislature and not
the courts that articulates such a right.
Finally, I am fully aware of the fact
that every judge, regardless ofjurisprudential philosophy or political affiliation, has
the potential to legislate from the bench.
However, I think the kinds of judges Sen.

McCain vowed to nominate (originalists)
would have been much less likely than
those Sen. Obama will nominate to decide
cases according to their personal predilections.
Mike Duffy, 2L

LEITERS POLICY:
The FORUM reserves the right to edit any
contributions and/or reject
them without notification.
Letters must be limited to 400 words.
~ritten contributions must be typed and in
elude the author's contact information;
law students must include
their year in school.
Unsigned letters will not be printed.
~hen referring to specific articles, please in

elude the date and title.
Contributions can be sent to:
FORUM, 656 5. Greenwich Street
Valparaiso, IN 46383;
jVia e-mail at forum@valpo.edu; or in hard
jcopy to The FORUM's mailbox located in the
SBA office.
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Drew Taylor
Forum Staff Writer

1) Minimal Contact
I've been looking on the market here
in Valpo but I can 't find a good woman.
What s up with the Vale of Paradise?
I'm struggling here.
A: You'll soon learn about something called rational basis scrutiny in
Con Law.
That's how
you gotta
treat your
situation
here. Don't
think of it
as settling
for
less,
but rather
think of it
as adjusting to the
circumstances. It
makes
it
easier
to
enjoy the
Vale for what it is.
2) Have cake ..• eat it too?
Dilemma! I came to law school with a
boyfriend. He was really supportive
of my decision and I love him for that.
The problem is that he s back home
still. I really care about him, but these
long cold winters make me feel lonely
at times. I recently met this guy here
at school and he s super cool. I don 't
know what to do. Help?!?!
A: The thing they don't tell you dur-

ing orientation is that

ta* school ruins

relationships. It might seem selfish but
I think you already know the answer.
I say employ a version of the "don't
ask don't tell" policy. If this new guy
doesn't ask, then you don't tell. However, you must remember what's important to you. If you plan on keeping
your boyfriend, you have to be careful.
Don't catch feelings for the new guy.
Enjoy it for what it is and nothing more.
If it gets weird or you start blurring that
line, then you have to stop. Don't think
of it as cheating ... consider it supplementing.

Amy Riederer & Jeff Marden
Forum Staff Writers

A

s finals are just around the corner, we're sure many of you
have started to print your lifesaving outlines. But like us, you're noticing that the dollar sign in the bottom
right portion of the toolbar is dwindling
faster than the economy. This is a large
shock for veterans because printing was
unlimited last year. While two years
ago printing was restricted, the administration saw fit to provide students with a
sufficient supply to at least complete lL
research and writing assignments. The
3) Rule Against PerpetuitY
little '300' none of us have seen since
I've been with my boyfriend for awhile
now and he still hasn 't made a bigger the last week in August hasn't gone that
far. As lLs have probably run out of
·
commitment to
pages this semester, the breakdown that
our future. I've
follows will assure them that they will
brought it up
with · him, but be short in the Spring as well_.
Let's- start with Legal Research:
we 've gotten noit is essential to have a printout of the
where. I want to
assignment when you're knee-deep in
be patient but its
frustrating. Sug- · pocket-parts, so we have included in
the first number the amount of pages it
gestion/opinion?
would take to print out each assignment.
Also, answers must be double-spaced,
A: Here's a setyped, and with a heading and honor
cret. There are
code so the second number reflects
3 types of men
how many pages are needed to properly
in this situation:
complete each assignment. Based on a
1) Men with
recollection of our lL year (and some
legitimate comhelp from CourseVU), the number of
mitment issues;
2) Men that are pages you will use will look something
like this:
working through doubts about the relaComprehensive Review: 6/4
tionship; and 3) Men that are basically
Lexis: 3/3
waiting for something else to come
Westlaw: 3/3
along, but in the meantime realize that
Online legislation: 3/2
being with anyone is better than being
Practice materials: 3/2
alone even if there's no real future. I'm
Internet assignment: 3/3
not saying give an ultimatum, but peoNon-legal materials: 3/3
ple in this world either wait for things
Practical Exam Answer: 1
to happen or they make things happen.
Total: 45 pages
When you're tired of waiting on him to
move, you'll make him decide.
On to Legal Writing: the following
numbers are based on the assignments
Juris Doctor Drew is a 3L and can be
from Professor Stuart's Legal Writing
reached at forum@valpo. edu.
section for our Spring 1L semester.

Annotated outlines: 7
Trial court brief: 16 x 2 copies
[one draft]
Draft for Appellate Brief: 25
Appellate Brief: 30 x 6 copies
With the appellate brief, we were
required to provide one to the professor, one to the opponent, three
to the judges, and one for ourselves for the oral argument (we
were also encouraged to make extra bound copies to use as writing
samples for interviews).
2 Oral argument outlines: 5 each
Case comment: 14
Total: 268
As you can see, the printing pages
needed for only the lL Spring semester
research and writing are over 300 (313
to be exact). This number also only includes pages needed for 3 of 15 credits.
In fact, it doesn't even include printing an outline for the Legal Research
final exam! While this years' lL class
is given about 50 more prints than the
2Ls and 3Ls because of Legal Research
and Legal Writing, it's still cutting a
little too close for comfort, and outlines
will put even the most miserly of printers over.
The administration would most
likely respond that we should have made
copies of the Appellate Brief rather
than using printing pages, but both the
school and commercial establishments
like Kinkos, Office Depot, and Staples
charge for copies. So basically, if you
want to complete your assignments,
not to mention have outlines or old
exams from which to study, you must
spend more money while at the same
time watching the administration raise
tuition. Even if the cost is only one
nickel per page, s~dents have enough
expenses in housing, food, transportation, and the occasional movie without breaking the piggy bank to pay for
school-required assignments. It seems
that $32,500 doesn't buy as much as it
used to.
Jtif.fand Amy are 3Ls and can be reached
at forum@valpo. edu
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What's your beef? Post election race relations
brew Taylor
Forum Staff Writer

very so often there comes along
a game changer - someone or
something that completely alters
the way things are done in our society.
The printing press, Alfred Nobel, and
the computer are all examples of things
or people that came along and changed
the way we live our lives forever. Reading and writing, war and combat, and
the w~y in which we communicate were
all changed in time due to those aforementioned game changers. Ori November 4, 2008, the world was officially
introduced to the man that will forever
change race relations in our country.
--sarack Obama's election to the presidency of the United States marks a seminal event in our country's history.
There have been plenty of influential minority leaders in our coun~'s
history, but none have excited minorities as much as Barack Obama has. The
potential impact of Obama's election
goes much deeper than just exciting
minorities and the majority alike about
the change in our country's politics.
For years there has been the whispers as
to whether the "dream" envisioned by
Dr. Martin Lu!her King would ever be
achieved. There have been great strides
with race relations since Dr. King made
pleas for Americans to open their eyes
and embrace the potential of their fellow brothers. But it was Obama's election that signified the potential for all
Americans, and especially for people

E

of color and other minorities. Time will
tell whether Obama is the greatest president ever, but his impact on the morale
and confidence of minorities is already
being seen. Many minorities believed
before, but now they KNOW. It only
takes one person to do something so
others can no longer say ,that it can't be
done.
No one could have imagined that
in just over 40 short years since the
civil rights movement reached its peak
that an African American would be the
leader of the free world. The dream
that many felt had been permanently
deferred has now been realized. A renewed optimism is evident in our communities. Obama broke th& long held
crutch by many minorities that there are
forces that will always. hold them back
and stifle their efforts and drive. No longer can someone ask why they should
even try. There won't be an overnight
elimination of prejudice, but the long
held racist belief that blacks and other
minorities aren't intelligent and capable
enough to hold this type of position was
eradicated. These irrational arguments/
beliefs lost considerable force. Tension
has always existed between those who
fell into these extremes, but now these
people are forced to accept the truth.
The truth is that yes he did and yes we
all can. This tfuth will inevitably lead
us closer to the center, a center-where
we're no longer blaming, a center where
we no longer doubt.
Drew is a 3L and can be reached at forum@valpo. edu

Teranni Randolph
Forum Staff Writer

0

n November 4, 2008, Barack
Obama was elected as the first
black president in American
history. It was certainly a night to
remember. It no doubt brought tears to
the eyes of many Americans all across
the country, and according to the media
and so many others, it marked an
historic change in race relations among
blacks and whites in this country. But
did it really? Well ... that's a good
question. Let's talk about that.
· Let me begin by saying that I
cannot deny the fact that race relations
have indeed changed in this country for
the better over time, especially since
the 1960s. But, I cannot say that they
have changed dramatically over night,
or even at all, since Obama was elected
President. The Clarence Thomas supporter seeks to argue that race relations
have changed since November 4. But,
I think it is silly to believe that the
people who refused to vote for Obama
only because of his race, or the people
who did indeed vote for Obama only
because of his race, or even employers
who secretly refused to hire a person
based solely on the color of their
skin, have somehow been inspired by
this historic election to "change their
ways." I simply do not believe that is
the case.
I think that Obama's election
possibly means one of two things, or
perhaps both: One, it's just another

sign that America has come a long way
since the 'oOs, perhaps because of the
Civil Rights movement, or maybe because people today are more liberal and
open-minded than the previous generations overall. And second, Americans
have grown tired of President Bush
and the Republican Party's "screwups" - which is an understatement, but
I'll keep it "G" rated- over the last
eight years, and were desperate for the
"change" Obama harped about during
his campaign. Perhaps, the majority of
the voters were so tired of the mess this
country has gotten itself into that race
wasn't even a factor when they cast
their ballot. Perhaps.
But one thing I believe remains
true: Obama's election, as historic and
exciting as it was, has done absolutely
nothing for me as far as race relations
go ... not yet anyway. The people who
hated me because of my race on November 3 probably still hate me today,
even with Obama as president. In fact,
something two of my loved ones once
told me sums up my argument perfectly: "Obama's election might make
a difference over time, but it hasn't
done anything yet." And as Obama
seems to say often these days: we've
got a long way to go.
Teranni is a 3L and can be reached at
forum@valpo.edu
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What's love got to do with it?
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Fast Food, from page 11
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Proposition 8 's
effect on love zn
our world
Hugo Gamez
Forum Staff Writer

n the eve ofNovembe~ 4, 2008
the world changed, and the
words "Yes We Can" and "Yes
we Did" resounded amongst the people
and the boundaries of the United States,
bringing it one step closer to unification
and equality. Barack Obama became
the first African-American President
elect of the United States of America,
and the face of America changed forever. Although many rejoiced in the historic success, California left the country
disheartened and hopeless. For many
Americans the world as they knew it
changed. For many this day signified a
step toward progress, financial viability,
and bealthcare reform. However, in the
midst of a historic presidential moment
many Americans were denied a fundamental right in California; the right to
marry.
This November, a group of Californians placed on their Ballot a proposition that would amend the California
State Constitution and once again define
marriage as a union between a man and
a woman, thus eliminating same-sex
marriage rjghts. The controversy surrounding granting basic rights to people
who identify as Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual,
and Transgendered (GLBT) has been
present since the 1970s. In 2005, the
Governor of California vetoed a Bill
granting marriage rights to the GLBT
community, and left the decision up
the Courts: In 2006, several same-sex
couples petitioned the Supreme Court
of California to review their case. In
April 2006, the California Supreme
Court decided to consolidate and hear
all same-sex marriage cases before the
court into In Re Marriage. The Supreme Court found that equal respect
and dignity of marriage is a basic civil
right. Furthermore, the Court held that
it was unconstitutional to prevent samesex couples from getting married because GLBT individuals are a protected
class, and discrimination on the basis of
sexual orientation should be subject to
strict scrutiny under the Equal Protections clause ofthe 14th Amendment.
The success achieved by the In Re
Marriage case was short lived, and was
an illusory promise to the GLBT community in California. The case created
zealous joy, and the hope for equality

O

and acce s to a legal sy tern founded on
the idea that the Jaw is blind. On ovember 4th while there t of the country
celebrated a tep away from racial bifurcation, the GLBT community in California and across the nation was disenchanted with a system that promi ed and
did not deliver. Same-sex rights ended
for GLBT couples and Proposition 8 reversed one of the most important decisions in California s legal history. The
basic right to
marry
the
person that
you LOVE
was
swept
from under
us, and we
were left disenfranchised
once again.
What is
it about love
that requires
such boundaries
and
restrictions?
Love is an
unidentifiable
emotion, a hard to describe impression.
It is about sacrificing what is personally
important to you in order to show another that you care. It is thinking about
a person daily and rejoicing in the memories created whether small or big. It is
getting goose bumps as your loved one
walks through the door looking elegant,
confident and graceful. Love is knowing that at the end of the night a warm
body lies next to you, comforting your
happiness or sorrow. Love is sharing in
a dream, a new car, a new restaurant experience, trips to ·exotic places, sharing
thoughts on a hew book, political problem or pop culture. But most importantly, love is an emotion that allows people
to enter the most vulnerable of places
in a person's heart and enables people
to look deep into each others souls and
feel at home.
The voters of California have
spoken and their voice suggests that
love should be defined as the union
between a man and a woman in an effort to maintain the sanctity of family
values. I chal_Ienge that notion because
family values are not based on gender
identity or sexual orientation. Family is
founded on sharing common grounds,
whether it is genetic or sociological.
For example, this Thanksgiving I was
not able to be home with my immediate family, however, m~y doors were
opened to me and I was able to share a
family dinner with an extended family
that treated me as their own. A family

Monthly Photo Contest
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..,
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$15 gift certificate to a mystery restaurant!
E-mail your responses to forum@valpo.edu

i not re tricted to mean one thing and
neither hould marriage be.
On November 5th, 2008 I woke up
and felt proud to ay that Barack Obama
was going to be the President of the
United States, but wa disgu ted with
California's decision to abolish arnesex marriage. I felt disgusted because
the future of equal rights and equal access remains uncertain. It reminded me
that I continue to be a second class citizen and that my
ability to love
another is neither
recognized nor
respected. Waking up that morning reminded me
of how I felt for
a large part of
my adolescence,
alone fightmg an
uphill battle. It
made me recall
that I grew up in
a neighborhood
where being gay
was and continues to be an
abomination. It reminded me of those
dark days when I felt frightened that
someone would find out my secret. A
secret that has led me to have many faces in the world, a secret that bas enabled
me to mislead, lie and learn to survive
in a world that would rather turn a blind
eye than understand differences.
Proposition 8 is the ghost that
haunts many GLBT individuals, the
reinforcement that we do not share the
same legal or social rights as all other
Americans. To this day I have never
conversed with my parents abut the fact
that I am gay, part of me is scared that

this will cau e them to stop loving me,
while another part of me believes that
nothing will change. Propositions uch
as 8 handicap me as an individual and
do not allow me to live a life free of
restraints. How much will the GLBT
community have to sacrifice so that we
can be seen as people deserving of love,
compassion and equal rights?
I have made personal choices in
life which I do not regret. but that have
been driven by the thought that if I can
just prove myself in life, then being gay
will not matter. However, these decisions suggest that scynething is wrong
with me and that 1 need to compensate
for standing firm and embracing my
identity. I know that being gay is not
wrong or abnormal as most call it; on
the contrary, it takes strength, courage
and conviction to know myself and
r~alize that my identity rests on firm
grounds. I do not befieve that I am any
different than anyone else, I hurt, bleed,
cry, and LOVE the same way that anyone else does. If your church or your
heart tells you that there is something
wrong with me because I love a man,
I urge you look deep within and ask
yourself: is love an emotion that is only
reserved for the two people of opposite
sex?
The main purpose of proposition
8 is division and hate. Love has no
boundaries, it is an emotion that allows
people to gain a sense of self and open
their heart to a pure untainted passion. I
urge all of mankind to say no to H8 and
yes to love.

Hugo is a 2L and can be reached at forum@valpo.edu.

very filling pick and just 350 calorte ;
Ordering items "Fresco" means tb.a
sour cream and other fatty sides wt·n be
.
fpicD
ubstituted for the Bell's versiOn o
d
de gallo salsa. Customers are suppose
to be able to order any regular me:o."Llitem "Fresco."
DIET TRAP.· If you are . counrio.g
1~
'points," stay away from the new Ful ..7
Loaded Nachos! This new item featuring "a topping for every chip" has 13 90
calories and 83 grams of fat! .
. I
For more nutritional information: http .I
www.tacobell.com/fresco/
Wendy's: This fast food restaurant bas
a plethora of healthier selections. A side
salad with the light classic ranch dressing has only 130 calories! Or you can
opt for the small Caesar salad (with
dressing and croutons) which comes
in at about 260 calories. If salad is not
your thing, try the Baked Potato with
Sour Cream and Chives. This item bas
about 320 calories, hold the sour crearn
and chives and the caloric content drops
to 270 calories! But, in the name of
taste, you might as well have·it with the
toppings.
Pair it with a small chili and you only
add 190 calories!
DIET TlJAP: Stay away from the
Chicken BLT Salad which packs 71 0
calories and 47.5 grams of fat.
For more nutritional information: http:/I
www.wendys.com /food/healthy-options.jsp
Unfortuantely, all of the fine dining
establishments which we are fortunate
enough to have at our disposal in the
Vale of Paradise could not be featured.

Heather is a 2L and can be reached at
forum@valpo.edu

Atlas is fro-wning since Billy
-won't be a football hero
Rachel Sharron
Sports Editor

S

everal articles have ;ecently been
published about a new service offered by Atlas Sports Genetics;
it's DNA testing for children to determine their athletic ability. For a mere
$149, Atlas wi11 test a child between the
ages of infancy and 8 and provide parents with a guide indicating the sports
in which their child will likely find success.
Kevin Reilly, President of Atlas,
said in a New York Times article, that
he feared parents would misuse the test
and specialize their children too quickly. Yet he also said in the article that, "if
you wait until high school or college to
find out if you have a good athlete on
your hands, by then it will be too late.
We need to identify these kids from 1
and up, so we can give the parents some
guidelines on where to go from there."
What Reilly really means is that he
wants parents to take his test so that he
can steer the family towards Epic Athletic Performance for more testing, and
perhaps he is not telling them that he's
also the President of that company too.
Reilly is basically talking out of both
sides of his mouth and peddling snake
oil as rose petal tea. He is counting on
parents having unrealistic expectations
for their children when it comes to athletic success, and while he may not be
actually promising these parents Olympic medals or college scholarships, the
implication of his companies' services
sort of are. Why else would most parents care what genetic predispositions
their child or children may have regarding athletic ability?
What Reilly is likely not telling
parents is that only one percent of high
school athletes will receive college
scholarships, two percent in football,
and that a child's chances of making an
Olympic team are little better. · And as
for little Billy's chances of becoming
a professional athlete, it's more likely
that California will actually fall into
. the ocean after the "big one." Only one
percent of college athletes turn pro.

This is not to suggest that this sort people into better athletes necessarily,
of DNA testing is completely without but his system did prove what discimerit But it's likely to only mean more plined, physical work could do for one's
to serious and elite level athletes rather health and body over time.
As most athletes will tell you, hard
than casual players. The test can show
that an athlete is predisposed to be more work and discipline in one's sport of
choice will get you farther in the end
successful in speed and power sports,
such as football, rather than endurance than raw talent alone, for which this test
cannot account. And many coaches say
sports, such as cross-country, or vice
versa. But it's based on analysis of one that while an 18 year old athlete who
has trained in only one sport for most of
gene, the alpha-antinin-three (ACTN3).
his or her life is likely to be more highly
· Atlas is using a test developed in
a study conducted largely by Austra- skilled than one who has played several
lian researchers in 2003 that bas been different sports. They will also admit
that the former is also much more likely
used in Australia, Europe and Japan
to have problems with ongoing injuries
since the early to mid 2000's. Accordor get injured than the latter. The probing to the New York Times article, the
lem with this new test and how it's betest uses swabbed cheek and gum cells
ing marketed is that it leaves so much
to collect DNA samples to analyze the
unaccounted for, including the affects
ACTN3 gene for athletic ability. The
of good coaching and hard work over
article stated that the 2003 study found
a link between the R and X variants of time, or proper nutrition, or injuries, or
drive.
the ACTN3 and athletic ability in sprint,
For example, Derek Jeter, the
power and strength sports, endurance
shortstop for the New York Yankees.,
sports or activity sports.
has often said that he wasn't a very
The R variant instructs the body
to produce a protein found specifically good baseball player when he was a kid,
but that his dream had always been to
in fast-twitch muscles, which are the
muscle fibers capable of forceful, quick play for the Bronx Bombers. Jeter says
contractions. Higher presence of the R he worked at his skills, and was signed
by the Yankees out of high school afvariant could mean enhanced ability in
ter first committing to the University of
speed and power sports. The X variant,
on the other hand, prevents production Michigan for Baseball. What if Jeter's
of the protein, and higher presence of parents had him tested as a child, and
his results had shown a predisposition
that variant could mean enhanced abiltowards power sports like football, or
ity in endurance sports.
speed sports like running. Would the
But if anyone seriously believes
Yankees still have won all those chamthat one gene out of 20,000 is going to
pionships in the 1990's without their
determine athletic ability alone, espeall-star, future-hall-of-farner shortstop?
cially in children, then I own some loveI guess the question to ask is: has
ly waterfront property in Brooklyn that
winning really become so important that
I'd really like to talk to them about.
Charles Atlas must not only be we're willing to pigeon hole tots before
rolling over in his grave, but banging they're old enough to know the difference between a tennis ball and a baseprofusely on his coffin at the irony here.
For those that don't know, Charles At- ball, or grade schoolers before they're
las, aka the World's Most Perfectly De- old enough to stick with a profession for
longer than a week? And whose dreams
veloped Man, was a body builder who
developed an exercise regime called are these test results really fulfilling?
Sure Billy wants to be a football
Dynamic-tension to tum 97 pound
weaklings into muscle men. Atlas be- player this week ... of course before that
came a pop culture icon, and a symbol he wanted to be a doctor, fireman, basof what hard work and discipline could ketball player, policeman, and a hero.
do to one's physique and muscular deRachel is a JL and can be reached at
velopment. Atlas' system dido 't tum
forum@valpo.edu
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Turn your life around • • • get a church!
Dwayne Wade buys
mother a church for turning her life aro_und
Edward Farmer
Forum Staff Writer

hile some NBA stars use
their small fortunes to purchase fast cars and expensive
homes, Dwayne Wade used his fortune
to purchase his mom a church. Before
she was known as the mother of the Miami Heat superstar, Jolinda Wade was
known as an inmate, a fugitive, a drug
user and drug seller.
For many years, Jolinda's life was
marred by abuse of alcohol and drugs.
Whenever Tragil Wade, one of Jolinda's
three daughters and the person who essentiatly ra_ised her brother, heard that
someone had died in one of the many
abandoned buildings in their Chicagoarea neighborhood, she feared it was
her mother. Tragi! even thought about
saving for what she assumed would be a
fast-arriving funeral.
One day, Tragi! talked her mother
into accompanying her to church, and
that moment, they say, is the one that
convinced Jolinda to make some radical
lifestyle changes. She got sober, turned
herself into Illinois authorities to serve a
prison term that she skipped out on un-

W

der auspices of joining a work-release
program, and repaid her debt to society.
While doing time in state prison, she
started her first ministry. ow that ministry bas a new home called the Temple
of Praise. Dwayne bought his mother
the church after getting clean and turning her life around.
Dwayne never turned his back
on his mother, not even when she was
bouncing between jail and prison and
she was at rock bottom. Since joining the NBA, he hasn't been shy about
showering his mother in lavish gifts, of
course, he never planned to give her a
church.
Turns out, Jolinda was trying to
get loans for a church when she drove
past the building that would eventually
become her congregation's new home.
One day she noticed the run-down facility was for sale. Three months later,
without ever asking her son for the
money- he decided on hjs own to make
the gift - they signed the ownership papers.
"My mother is not the kind of person who will come to me and ask me for
this kind of favor. She's so thankful for
even the little things I've done for her,"
Dwayne said. "But it's the dream of every man, every boy, to be able to _give
their mother everything they want. So
that was my dream and this is her dream.
To me, that makes this perfect."
Her church, which was formed in

October with just 47 original members,
welcomed hundreds to the opening service, including the mothers of Shaquille
O'Neal and Magic Johrlson. Jolinda
preached to people filling row after row
of pews and hanging on her every word.
They danced in the aisles and threw

their hands in the air, shouting "Amen!"
over and over, so many people turned
out that the parking lot overflowed and
some latecomers had to park up to three
blocks away.
"Today is the crossover," Jolinda
said. "We're in here today because of

God's goodness and God chose to use
the heart of my son to do this for us ...
and he trusts the heart of his mama.
Ain't that something?"
Edward is a 2L and can be reached at
forum@valpo.edu

Order on the Court!
SELA holds charity basketball tournement
Drew Taylor
Forum StaffWriter

T

he Sports and Entertainment
Law Association (SELA) recently held its 3rd annual "Order on
the Court" basketball tournament. This
3-on-3 double elimination tournament
was held on Friday November 7th at
the Athletics Recreation Center. Teams
fro!ll both the undergraduate campus as
well as the law school made up a tough
field of competitors, each team fighting
for the right to be called champ ton.
DJ Billy Frederick had the gym
roc~ing while the teams battled for university supremacy. The competition
was intense. And, as with any tourney,
there were your share of haves sprinkled with a few have-nots. It became
apparent early in the night that there
were some legitimate contenders for the
crown though.
The top teams easily dispatched
their opponents in the early rounds. The
double elimination setup created a scenario where the losers dropped into the
"loser's bracket" and played for a shot at
the winner from the "winner's bracket."
This gave those teams that lost early an
opportunity to fight their way back for a
chance at redemption.
Teams battled for nearly three
hours as layups and jump shots rained
in from all over the gym. In the end
there were three teams left in the loser's
bracket, each seeking an opportunity
to take on the winner of the winner's
bracket. The first loser's bracket game
saw two undergraduate teams square
off.
Both teams battled down the
stretch until the team consisting of ex:..
football players came out on top. Their
reward ... a game against one of the early juggernauts of the tournament in the
finale of the loser's bracket. Tempers
flared at times during this hard fought
game. But in the end, Team Crackers with Cheese-(the Crackers), which
consisted of Nathan Kollath, Thomas
Bailey, Jeffrey Speights, and Chase
Mol chin, prevailed over the team of exfootball players in a classic showdown
that went down to the wire.

The finale pitted the Crackers
against Team Drew Taylor is Awesome
(Team Drew), which was made up by
Ehiman Uwidia, Brian Johnson, Drew
Taylor, and Daniel Hodgkinson, in a
rematch of a prior game. It was Team
Drew that sent the Crackers to the loser's bracket with a convincing win in
an earlier game. Because Team Drew
hadn't yet lost in the double elimination
tournament, the Crackers would need to
beat them twice to claim the championship.
The Crackers definitely had revenge on their minds as they raced out
to an early lead over Team Drew. The
Crackers coasted to an easy win in
game one. Fortunately for Team Drew,
the Crackers had to do it all over again.
Team Drew left no doubt as to who was
the better team as they destroyed the
Crackers by a score of 15-5 in the final

game thanks to stingy defense by Uwidia and the 3 point shooting of Johnson
and Hodgkinson . .
The winners collected a prize
pack of twenty dollars, a "Champion"
t-shirt, and a free month's membership
to Cardinal Fitness. Anneliesje's Coffee Shop also donated prizes for the
second place team. In addition to the 3on-3 floor show, SELA held a knockout
tournament. Congratulations goes to
Matt Schroeder for being crowned the
knockout king!
As with many student organization
events, the community at large benefited from the efforts of competitors and
spectators alike. SELA urged people to
donate canned goods and other necessities for the Hilltop Food Pantry. The
event raised over 50 canned goods as
well as five containers of detergent. In
addition to the canned goods, SELA

also presented the Pantry with a check
for $150.
The SELA executive board s~id
they would .like to especially thank
BarBri for co-sponsoring the event and
for donating the "Order on the Court"
t-shirts that every participant ~eceived.
"The event truly went off without a
hitch," noted SELA secretary Vanessa
Sheehan. SELA also wants to thank
Valparaiso University athletics and their
event management teall\ for its assistance in helping set up the tourney and
providing the Hilltop gymnasium.
Overall, the event was a huge success
and 4th edition should be even better
next year!
Drew is a 3L and can be reached atforum@valpo. edu
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DWILE FLONKING
I hope the Undergraduate
Fraternities never read
this article
David Johnson
Forum Staff Writer

L

ike most of the weirder ports
I've encountered, this one al o
comes from Merry Old England.
Primarily practiced in Suffolk and Sussex, England, Dwile Flanking has been
clearly documented since the mid 1960s,
although some scholarly commentary
suggests the game could have its origins
from as early as the 16th Century.
Dwile Flanking involves two
teams of anywhere from ten to twelve
people dancing in a circle, hand-inhand, around the opposing flanker. This
dancing is locally referred to as girting. A flanker, who is a single member
from the opposing team, dances in the
opposite direction around a very large
chamber pot within the opposing team's
circle. However, this isn't just any pot.
It's filled to the brim with very potent
ale.

The object of the game i imple.
u e a two to three foot long lender
stick called a driveller. to throw an alcohol oaked rag at the oppo ing, dancing team. Tbe game works on a point
system. If you mack omeone in the
face. thi i called a wanton. and earns
your team 3 points. If_ au hit the torso.
it's called a marther. and you earn 2
point . If you knick a limb, it's called a
ripper, and you only core one point.
So, what if you mi (mi se are
called swadgers)? \VelL all but the
heartiest of 3Ls will likely find the conequences of poor aimju t as grue orne
as I. While the other team pas es around
the flanker's dri\'eller. the flanker mu t
drink a pint gla full of the warm,
rag soaked ale. Failing to fini h your
drink before the oppo ing team passes
around the driveller yields a greater
penalty. Rules vary, but many claim the
disgraced flanker must finish the entire
chamber pot of ale him or her elf.
Although this sport seems chaotic,
there are established rules. First, the
entire game is refereed by a jobanowl.
Originally, this spot was supposed to
be filled by the village idiot, but recently more experienced players have

taken rhi po ition. Mu ic tart playing and the team tart dancing once
the jobano\•.:1 announce "Here y·go
t'gither!". At the ound of a whi tie, the
flanker mu t launch hi rag at anyone
he or he ee fit. I cannot tress the importance of aim, swadering may mean
you end up in a ho pital. The game is
divided up into four different segments
each called a nurd. Each team ha two
chances to have a member be the flanker: at the end of the game, the point are
tallied and the winner is declared.
Of course. there are penalties. If
the jobanowl feel you're not taking
the game seriously enough, that's a
penalty drink. Ifyou're ober at the end
of the game, your team loses a point.
If, though, you end up blind-stinking
drunk, and your team is victorious,
you all have the honor of winning the
ceremonial pewter gazunder (which,
sadly, is just another chamber pot). ln
the end, most competitors usually don't
care who wins. Most usually just want
to get something to eat. Or just drunk
dial people.

David is a I L and can be reached at fomm@valpo. edu

Bradley University
Athletic Director stresses
importance of networking

Michael Wild
Copy Editor

n case you fell victim to the Thanksgiving food coma ?tnd missed the
three games that aired on Thanksgiving Day, don't worry, you didn't miss
much. The Titans returned to their winning ways by beating up on the NFL's
favorite punching bag, the Lions. ln
another snoozer, Dallas manhandled the
Seahawks. In case your cable system
at home is also fighting with the NFL
about the NFL Network, all you missed
was the Eagles running up the score on
Arizona.
Don't get me wrong, football and
Thanksgiving go together like mashed
potatoes and gravy, but this year's
games iust weren't very interesting to
watch. I guess Thanksgiving Day football just isn't the same without John
Madden's turducken getting carved on
the sidelines. As for the rest of week 13,
there wasn't much else to watch either.
In the AFC East, the Patriots lost
to the Steelers and the Bill!t lost to San
Francisco. The Patriots and the Bills
have both had trouble living up to expectations this season, and both teams
can point to injuries as the culprit. Tom
Brady's knee injury was devastating to
the Patriots' locker room and to Fantasy Football owners everywhere. For
the Bills, the injuries to center Melvin
Fowler and strong safety Dante Whitner, among others, have hurt continuity,
causing a leadership void in the locker
room. The only team from the AFC
East that won this week was the Dolphins, leaving them securely in second
place in the division with a wildcard tiebreaker over the Patriots. Unfortunately, Miami barely managed to sneak jiast
the Rams, who have one of the worst
win-loss records in the league.
The only reason to even acknowledge the existence oftheAFC West is to
mention that somehow, Jay Cutler and
the Denver Broncos managed to put an
end to the Jets' winning streak. Despite
the rain and snow, Cutler managed to
out-duel Brett Favre in the Meadowlands.
Elsewhere irt the NFC West~ the
Raiders continued their quest for a high
draft pick by losing to their divisional

I

Rachel Sharron
Sports Editor

radley University Athletic Director K<!n Kavanagh spoke
to students about working in
college athletics on November 4 at
Valparaiso University School of Law.
In his talk, Kavanagh stressed the importance of networking and volunteering to gain experience and contacts as
the sports industry can be a difficult one
to break into.
Kavanagh has been the AD at
Bradley for 13 years and has worked in
athletics for 25. In describing his ovm
background in sports, Kavanagh was
able to illustrate the importance of networking and how it helped him professionally.
As an undergraduate student at
Boston College, Kavanagh said that
he volunteered to work home football
games, and once found himself in the
production truck charting the start and
stop times for plays so networks could
show replays to home viewers. After
graduating from BC, Kavanagh found
work in the athletics department at Yale
University as Assistant Manager of
Contests and Promotions. A year later,
he became the Director of Events and
Team travel for the Bulldogs. Two years.
after that, Kavanagh enrolled at Notre
Dame University to get his MBA and
also served as a graduate assistant. Kavanagh said he chose Notre Dame both
for its graduate business program, but
also to further build connections in college athletics.
·
Kavanagh said that the connectio~s he made at Yale helped him to get
a position in the athletics department at
Bowling Green State University after
graduating from Notre Dame, where
he rose to the title of'Senior As.s ociate
Athletic Director. Kavanagh stayed at
Bowling Green for nine years before
coming to Bradley.
As for his work at Bradley, Kavanagh says that he, "enjoys the challenges of being at Division 1 program right
now." Bradley doesn't have big television contracts or bowl game income,

NFL enters · the
home stretch

B

s~id Kavanagh, but they still have to
compete against those programs that
do, which makes fundraising extremely
important for the Braves.
Kavanagh also said that he enjoys traveling with the various Bradley
athletic teams because it provides him
with the opportunity to get to know the
student-athletes better and to see what
other schools are doing. Traveling with
teams also allows Kavanagh to meet the
parents ofhis athletes and stay in touch
with alumni.
Two aspects of working in college
athletics that are not exact sciences.
according to Kavanagh, are recruiting
athletes and hiring employees. "You
are only as good as the people around
you," said Kavanagh, who says he aims
to hire and retain quality people. Kavanagh says the most important thing to
do when hiring is to do your homework
about your prospective employees by
calling around and doing a little investigating. "No one is going to use someone
as a reference who is not go~ to give a
positive one," says Kavanagh.
When asked about advice that he
would give to anyone looking for a ca-

reer in athletics, Kavanagh stressed the
importance of understanding that athletics is neither a cookie cutter profession,
nor an 8-5 job. He also said that volunteering can be a good way for people to
get their foot in the door. "Connections
are important," said Kavanagh, and, "if
you don't ask, you're not going to get
anything," and when you do get something, be sure to do a good job.
Valpo Law's Sports and Entertainment Law Association (SELA) invited
Kavanagh to speak because some of its
members had expressed ipterest in becoming athletic directors, said SELA
treasurer Erika Nelson. It was also another way to explore other avenues of
sports law, she said.
Nelson played basketball for four
years at Bradley, and was her team
representative to the student-athlete
advisory board, which was run by Kavanagh.

Rachel is a 3L and can be reached at
forum@valpo.edu

rival, Kansas City. The rivalry between
the Chiefs and the Raiders used to b.l'
one of the ~FL's premier rivalries, but
for the past few years, it's just been
painful to watch.
The most interesting conference to
watch in week 13 was the NFC South.
For starters, the Falcons had an exciting
win over San Diego. Atlanta has been
relatively quiet all season long, but continues to rack up wins thanks to the play
of rookie quarterback Matt Ryan. On
the other side of that game, the Chargers have not lived up to expectations
this season at all, as they continue to
slide out of playoff contention. Aside
from that match up, the Panthers won
an impressive game over the Green Bay
Packers. Carolina benefited from some
last minute heroics when Mark Jones
had a 45 yard kickoff return, followed
by a 54 yard pass from Jake Delhonune
to Steve Smith, which was capped by
a short touchdown run by DeAngelo
Williams to win the game and leave the
Packers' hopes for the playoffs in jeopardy.
Sadly, the most compelling news
to come out of NFL week 13 is that
Plaxico Burress managed to accidentally shoot himself at a night club in
Manhattan. Burress has been one of a
few distractions in the Giants' locker
room, and now, instead of being able
to suit up for a playoff run, Burress is
facing criminal charges for firearms
possession and is recouperating from
his gunshot wounds. Burress' injury
managed to overshadow the Giants' big
win over the Redskins too. Ironically,
the Redskins inducted Sean Taylor into
their Ring of Honor, one year after his
unfortunate death that happened when
he was shot during a burglary in late
2007. It's a sobering notion to discover
that regardless of their incredible physical strength and their celebrity status,
NFL players are just as human as the
rest ofus.

Mike is a 2L and can be reached at jorum@valpo.edu

